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Cover : Sunrise on the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, near Cyprus, taken from the RV Pelagia in
early 2016, at the location where the sediment core used in this thesis was collected. Venus, clearly
visible in the centre, affects Earth’s precession cycle and thereby sapropel formation.
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Samenvatting

De geologische geschiedenis van de Middellandse Zee kent drastische wendingen waar-
bij het zeeleven in het diepe water massaal sterft, om pas duizenden jaren later weer
op te bloeien. Deze cyclus laat zijn sporen na op de zeebodem. Op de zeebodem
verzamelt zich langzaam sediment. Als je hierin boort en het omhoog haalt, kun je
dus terug in de tijd kijken. De periodes zonder bodemleven zijn terug te vinden als
zwarte lagen die rijk zijn in organisch materiaal, zogenaamde sapropelen. Deze lagen
komen op regelmatige afstand voor. In deze thesis bestuderen we de natuurkundige
en chemische processen die hiervoor verantwoordelijk zijn.

Als er vandaag de dag een vis, of ander organisme, sterft en op de oceaanbodem
beland, dan zul je daar al heel snel niks meer van terugvinden: het wordt ontbonden en
soms opgegeten. Waarom was dit in het verleden soms anders en werden er sapropelen
gevormd? Dit komt doordat er in deze periodes een heel bijzondere omstandigheid
was: er was geen zuurstof in het bodemwater. Met andere woorden: al het organisch
materiaal dat op de bodem viel bleef bewaard. Dit verklaart de zwarte kleur. Het
valt op dat de zwarte lagen door scherpe overgangen begrensd zijn. Dit duidt erop
dat er grote veranderingen heel snel hebben plaatsgevonden. Dit soort overgangen
zijn bij uitstek interessant, niet alleen voor de Middellandse Zee, maar ook omdat ze
inzicht geven in wereldwijde oceaan- en klimaatmechanismes die ook vandaag de dag
spelen.

De zuurstof in het diepe water wordt aangevoerd vanaf het oppervlak. Er zijn drie
processen die het zuurstoftransport aansturen: ten eerste neemt door verdamping
het zoutgehalte van het oppervlaktewater toe en, ten tweede, koelt het water tijdens
winterstormen af. Beide processen zorgen ervoor dat de dichtheid van het water
toeneemt, waardoor het naar de bodem zinkt. Ten slotte leveren rivieren zoet water,
met een lage dichtheid, aan. Dit vertraagd de circulatie juist. Deze drie processen
zorgden er tijdens sapropel vorming samen voor dat er geen zuurstof meer naar het
diepe water werd getransporteerd. Maar wat veroorzaakt het cyclische gedrag van
sapropel vorming?

De Middellandse Zee is bijna helemaal gëısoleerd, er is alleen uitwisseling met
de oceaan door de smalle straat van Gibraltar. Hierdoor is de zee extra gevoelig
voor regionale klimaatverandering. De rivieruitstroom, van met name de Nijl, maakt
constant een cyclus door van 21 duizend jaar. Dit hangt samen met de stand van de
aardas en wordt gezien als de belangrijkste factor in sapropelvorming. Ook binnen
de sapropel zijn meerdere scherpe overgangen te vinden en het einde abrupt kan zijn.
Het is opmerkelijk dat deze snelle overgangen, van enkele jaren, door de trage variatie
van de stand van de aardas veroorzaakt zijn.

De Middellandse Zee laat veel van de processen zien die ook van groot belang
zijn voor de wereldwijde oceaancirculatie, zoals diepwatervorming. Dit maakt de
Middellandse Zee een ideaal modelsysteem om het effect van klimaatverandering op
oceaancirculatie te bestuderen. Sapropel formatie is al veel bestudeerd, maar wat er
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precies tijdens de snelle overgangen gebeurt en hoe de circulatie nou echt verandert,
is onduidelijk. Het is ons gelukt om een wiskundig model te bouwen dat processen die
hierboven zijn beschreven ondervangt en een verklaring geeft voor sapropel vorming en
hun scherpe begrenzing. Het unieke van ons model is dat het de processen gedurende
de hele cyclus van 21 duizend jaar beschrijft, in fijne tijdstappen van een jaar. Daar
bovenop is de rekentijd kort, minder dan een seconde. Het model verklaart hoe
relatief langzame klimaatverandering een abrupte en drastische verandering in de
oceaancirculatie kan veroorzaken. Ons model is, met andere parameters, ook toe te
passen op andere zeeën. In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift passen we het
toe op de Zwarte Zee, waar we er ook een biologisch en chemisch model toevoegen.
Onze bevindingen zijn gepubliceerd in drie artikelen en in dit proefschrift.
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Summary

In paleoceanography, physical and chemical processes of the oceans are studied through-
out geological history. The sediments that constantly accumulate on the sea floor re-
flect the oceanographic conditions at the time of deposition. These geological records
can be collected using sediment cores, providing a window into the past. In January
2016, sediment core 64PE406-E1 was collected in the eastern Mediterranean Sea, near
Cyprus. This core not only provided an excellent archive of oceanographic changes
over the past two hundred thousand years, it also inspired the research presented
in this thesis on the Mediterranean and Black Sea. The geological record of the
Mediterranean sea contains alternating dark organic rich layers, so-called sapropels,
and gray mud layers. We study the oceanographic mechanisms that cause sapropel
formation in the Mediterranean Sea, as well as organic rich deposits in the Black Sea.
The key to sapropel formation is water circulation and organic matter. When the
circulation slows down and sufficient organic matter is produced, the bottom water
becomes anoxic, i.e. lacking oxygen. Any organic matter that sinks to the sea floor
is preserved, hence the dark colour. Due to the lack of oxygen, life does not disturb
the sediments on the sea floor. Consequently, these sediments provide a remarkably
fine structure of layers and a high resolution record of past oceanographic conditions.

In the Mediterranean Sea, sapropels are found at a regular time interval of typ-
ically 21 thousand years, equal to the period of Earth’s precession. Indeed, Earth’s
motion is an important drivers of climate change on geological timescales. In partic-
ular, Earth’s precession impacts the monsoon intensity, which in turn determines the
Nile discharge. Earth’s precession therefore affects sapropel formation. Venus, seen
in the center of the front cover, as well as other planets, impact precession.

The Black Sea was cut-off from the Mediterranean during the last ice age, since
the sea level was not high enough for water to pass the shallow Bosporus strait. At the
end of the ice age, the sea level increased, allowing inflow from the Mediterranean Sea.
The in-flowing water sank to the deep parts of the basin, supplying extra nutrients
into the Black Sea. Consequently, production of organic matter increased, causing
the formation of an organic rich layer.

Previous studies on geological records mostly consider a steady state system, in
equilibrium with an external forcing. Such models cannot describe transient be-
haviour, with varying boundary conditions. In contrast, we consider the Mediter-
ranean and the Black Sea as dynamic systems. The mechanisms responsible for this
variability are described by a transient box model that captures oceanic circulation.
In such a model the Mediterranean and Black Sea are divided in a number of boxes,
having uniform properties. A box represents an important water mass, such as the
deep water of the Black Sea. The atmosphere and the rivers are also represented as
boxes. Boxes may interact by exchanging salt, heat, oxygen and nutrients. We find
that it is possible to describe the formation of organic rich deposits in the Mediter-
ranean and Black Sea using only a small number of boxes. The great advantage of
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this approach is that it gives insight into the fundamental processes. The dynamic
range is unique to this model: it simultaneously describes short term (1 year) and
long term (> 100 kyr) processes, while requiring less than a second to run on a reg-
ular computer. When studying transient mechanisms, the interactions between the
different features of the system are of prime importance. A famous Zen Koan exem-
plifies this: “Is it the wind that waves the flag, or the flag that waves the wind?” The
distinction between ”flag” and ”wind” as subject and object is purely conceptual; in
reality the waving of the flag and wind is a single process. Without the flag, the wind
would not be disrupted and without the wind, the flag would not wave. Similarly, the
properties in our model drive the exchange between the boxes, while the exchange
determines the properties of the boxes.

We conclude that sapropel formation in the Mediterranean Sea is an inherently
transient process. In the Black Sea, a steady state is reached with a high organic
carbon burial rate, resulting in a single organic rich deposit. A monotonic sea-level
curve shows the best match with the geological data of the Black Sea. We find that our
model captures the main trends found in geological records of both the Mediterranean
Sea and Black Sea.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Physical and chemical processes in semi-enclosed basins

Understanding the interaction between oceanic circulation and climate forcing is of
great importance, as today’s global circulation is being affected by rapid climate
change and vice versa; a large change in circulation would also have a significant im-
pact on climate. In this thesis we investigate the interaction of these two components
of the climate system. As, in general, these interactions are very complex, we choose
to limit our study to a relatively simple system: a semi-enclosed basin. In contrast
to the world’s ocean, modeling of this relatively small and isolated system is feasible
on both human and geological time scales. The Mediterranean Sea is a good example
of a semi-enclosed basin, where the sea is mostly surrounded by land, with only a
narrow connection, the Strait of Gibraltar, to the ocean (Figure 1.1). Such basins
provide a largely isolated marine system, in which the water circulation is more sen-
sitive to climatic perturbations (Rossignol-Strick, 1985; Hilgen, 1991; Lourens et al.,
1996; Cramp and O’Sullivan, 1999). Below we describe the physical processes in
semi-enclosed basins relevant for this thesis.

In semi-enclosed basins like the Mediterranean Sea, strait exchange is the only
direct exchange with the outside, i.e. the Atlantic ocean and the Black Sea. As
the contribution of various processes depend on the geometry of the strait, we fo-
cus on theory relevant to the Mediterranean and Black Sea. In the Mediterranean
Sea, the total annual evaporation exceeds the precipitation and river discharge into
the basin (Romanou et al., 2010), meaning that the basin has a negative freshwater
budget. In addition, the basin has a net annual heat loss to the atmosphere (Song
and Yu, 2017). Both of the aforementioned processes cause an increase in density
at the surface. When the density of the surface water exceeds that of the under-
lying water mass, convection occurs: the water masses fully mix. In the ocean,
convection occurs locally, causing the two water masses to mix instantaneously, in
less than one year, resulting in a single, uniform, water mass. At the level of the
sill at the Strait of Gibraltar the water thus has a higher density than the Atlantic
water, causing a density-driven outflow and a compensating inflow. As the volume of
the Mediterranean is constant, there is a surface current that compensates for both
the density-driven current and the net freshwater budget of the basin. This is called
an anti-estuarine circulation. In contrast, in the Black Sea the annual river outflow

Picture left: A photo taken on the RV Pelagia during cruise 64PE-406-E (January 2016), showing
the route: from Cyprus, across the Levantine basin and Ionian Sea to Italy, through the Corinth
Channel of Greece, into the Aegean Sea and through the Sea of Marmara to the final destination:
Istanbul. At each station data was collected.
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and precipitation exceed the evaporation, causing a density-driven inflow from the
Mediterranean Sea and a compensating outflow at the surface; an estuarine circula-
tion.

Deep water formation is the process where water descends to the deepest levels
of the basin. In the Mediterranean Sea it occurs in the Gulf of Lion through convection
(Hayes et al., 2019; Wu and Haines, 1996). In the eastern basin (figure 1.1) deep water
formation occurs through a more complex process: winter storms cause a rapid cooling
at the surface and hence strong convection in parts of the Adriatic and Aegean Sea,
the marginal basins. These basins are separated from the Mediterranean proper by
straits, the concept of strait transport therefore applies. The high density marginal
water will flow to the Mediterranean proper, where its high density will cause it to
sink to the sea floor (Schroeder et al., 2012; Malanotte-Rizzoli, 1991; Gertman et al.,
2006; Roether et al., 1996; Marshall and Schott, 1999; Bensi et al., 2013). The water
with the highest density in the Black Sea is the Mediterranean inflow water. In the
Black Sea, the Mediterranean inflow water directly sinks when it flows into the basin,
similar to how the water from the marginal basins sinks when it reaches the main
basin of the eastern Mediterranean Sea.

Regardless of the mechanism, deep water formation brings oxygen from the surface
- where the oxygen concentration is in equilibrium with the atmosphere - to the deep
water. This process is therefore crucial for most life in these water masses, as well as
for the break down of organic matter. Besides oxygen, life also needs nutrients, which
are supplied to the surface water by the rivers and, to a lesser extent, wind blown
dust. As the currents distribute the nutrients and oxygen throughout the ocean,
both horizontally and vertically, the chemical processes are closely coupled to the
physical processes. Some of the organic matter produced in the surface water reaches
the deep water, e.g. through sinking and mixing. The amount of organic matter
that is transported to the deep water is called export productivity. When organic
matter is decomposed, oxygen is consumed. When the oxygen consumption in the
deep water exceeds the supply from the surface, the deep water eventually becomes
anoxic. Consequently, most life in the deep water water will die and organic matter,
largely produced in the surface and intermediate water, is preserved. An increase
in nutrient input can therefore cause increased productivity, which in turn increases
oxygen consumption when the organic matter is broken down.
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Figure 1.1 A map of the Mediterranean and Black sea, showing the main sub basins and
sea straits.

1.2 Sapropel formation in the Mediterranean Sea

Studying the geological past is a powerful way to gain insight into the interaction of
atmosphere and ocean. Reconstructing oceanic processes in the past gives a better
understanding of how the system responds to perturbations in the present and fu-
ture, this area of research is called paleoceanography. It is possible to study oceanic
processes throughout geological history because water properties and circulation are,
to some extent, registered in the sediments that are continuously being deposited on
the sea floor. These sediments can either be studied on land, when they were up-
lifted, or by collecting sediment cores from the deposits on the sea floor. Sediments
of the Mediterranean sea show alternating grey mud and laminated dark, organic
rich, layers. In the eastern basin (Figure 1.1), these characteristic dark layers, called
sapropels, are found at regular time intervals throughout most of the history of the
Mediterranean Sea. They are thought to form when a peak in the Nile outflow causes
the circulation to slow down and export productivity to increase (e.g. Rossignol-Strick
et al., 1982; Rohling, 1994; Higgs et al., 1994; Jorissen, 1999; Thomson et al., 1999;
Mercone et al., 2001; Abu-Zied et al., 2008). This limits the oxygen supply to the
deep water, which, as discussed above, can result in anoxia and consequently the
preservation of organic matter. A sapropel is formed when sufficient organic matter
is deposited. The Nile outflow is affected by the monsoon intensity, which is in turn
modulated by climatic precession. Hence sapropels are found at 21 kyr intervals.
During precession minima, the summer monsoon falls in the Nile catchment, causing
a significant increase in discharge (e.g Rossignol-Strick et al., 1982; Rohling, 1999;
Rohling et al., 2002; Scrivner et al., 2004; Bianchi et al., 2006; Marino et al., 2007).
Amies et al. (2019) suggests that during sapropel S5 the Nile outflow may have been
nine times higher than present.

The sediments at the sea floor record past oceanographic and climatic conditions
in so called proxies. For example, the trace metals barium and molybdenum are
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indicators for productivity and bottom water oxygenation respectively. The concen-
tration of these trace metals can be determined by means of an X-Ray Fluorescence
(XRF) scanner. In addition micro fossils, such as foraminifera and dinoflagellates,
are often used to reconstruct oceanographic conditions.

Figure 1.2 Panel A: The piston core used in this thesis. Piston cores are collected by
pushing a roughly 15 cm diameter, 14 meter long tube into the sediment driven by a heavy
weight. The core was cut in meter long sections for transportation to the lab at the Royal
Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ) on Texel, the Netherlands. Next, the core
sections are opened by cutting them in half, for further investigation. The black layer
shows the sediments of saporpel S5. Panels B-D show the corresponding graphs of the trace
metals bromium, rubidium and molybdenum respectively, as determined with an XRF core
scanner. The element counts are normalized to either titanium or rubidium counts. The
red lines represent measurements with a 0.4 mm resolution, normalized to rubidium and
the black lines 1 mm resolution measurements normalized to titanium. These results are
further discussed in Chapter 3.

1.3 Scope and framework of this thesis

Figure 1.2 shows something remarkable: a very sharp transition from dark gray to
light gray. The picture suggests that the mechanisms of sapropel formation involve
an abrupt transition in oceanic circulation. So how is it possible that a slow varying
process like the precession cycle causes such a sharp transition? Fast transitions in
oceanographic conditions are of particular interest for today’s climate, as a sudden
change in the global oceanic circulation would have drastic consequences for all liv-
ing beings on Earth. More generally, this study contributes to the knowledge of the
Mediterranean sea. Sapropels provide unique high resolution records of past oceano-
graphic variability with fast transitions and are therefore ideal for our goals. The
Mediterranean Sea has been studied extensively. An abundant amount of observa-
tional studies and well-dated sediment cores allow us to calibrate our model to both
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present and past oceanographic conditions. In addition to geological data, model-
ing studies can be used to gain insight into parameters that are not recorded in
the sedimentary record or would require an unreasonable number of sediment cores.
Moreover, hypotheses derived from core data can be validated by models: models can
give insight into whether the conditions derived from the sedimentary record allow
for certain physical or chemical processes to occur. We use time-frequency analysis
of a sediment core record in combination with a transient model to understand and
describe the underlying mechanisms of sapropel formation in the Mediterranean Sea.

The formation of sapropels encompasses five orders of magnitude in timescales,
ranging from the seasonal and annual processes that control the main features of the
current circulation of the Mediterranean Sea, to the variability of Earth’s orbit and
orientation relative to the sun, which acts on timescales of 10− 105 yrs and beyond.
Consequently, our model must be capable of runs of tens of thousands of years, while
also having a resolution in the order of a year. Existing modeling studies are limited
to time short slice experiments and equilibrium runs (e.g. Bigg, 1994; Myers, 2002;
Meijer and Dijkstra, 2009; Mikolajewicz, 2011; Grimm et al., 2015), thereby describing
equilibrium conditions. Indeed, there are intervals during which the oceans were in
equilibrium on millennial timescales, but such an approach would not give insight into
the high frequency variability or rapid transitions found in sapropels. Oceanic general
circulation models use a high spatial resolution of bathymetry and hydrodynamic
parameters. However, these computationally intensive calculations, limit their use
to time slice experiments of at most a few thousand years. Running such a model
for an entire precession cycle takes months on a cluster and is therefore impractical.
Moreover, the output contains so much detail that it becomes problematic to identify
the key processes.

In contrast, box models have a low spatial resolution, i.e. a low number of boxes,
resulting in a very short run time of seconds on a simple computer. Such models
are ideal for sensitivity and trend analyses and for understanding the various oceano-
graphic processes: the relatively low complexity reveals the main driving mechanisms.
We therefore use a box model. So far, most paleoceanographic box models use con-
stant water fluxes between the boxes and are essential steady state models. Moreover,
the previous box models for the Mediterranean Sea, Matthiesen and Haines (2003);
Amies et al. (2019), do not include the deep water as a separate box and are therefore
not suitable for studying deep water formation.

We present a novel transient box model, which includes deep water formation,
that calculates a full precession cycle of 20 kyr runs, with a high temporal resolution
of one year. Each box represents a uniform water mass with constant volume or the
atmosphere, which interacts with the surrounding boxes by water flow, heat exchange
and diffusive mixing. The boundary conditions, such as the atmospheric conditions
and those in the Atlantic ocean, are represented by static boxes: they either have
constant or predefined properties, but their properties are not affected by other boxes.
The exchange of properties and water flow between boxes is described by differential
equations. The new properties of all non-static boxes are calculated at each time
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step, based on the exchange of properties between the boxes. The model set up is
described in more detail in chapters 3 and 5.

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the high frequency
oceanographic variability found in sapropel S5 in core 64PE406-E1, collected with
the RV Pelagia in the Levantine basin. The trace metal concentration in the core is
measured with an XRF core scanner, which provides a high spatial resolution with an
excellent signal-to-noise ratio, allowing to study high frequency oceanographic vari-
ability. Although the concentration of many trace metal is measured, especially the
trace metals barium (Ba), bromium (Br), manganese (Mn) and molybdenum (Mo)
are of interest. These trace metal are proxies for productivity, marine organic car-
bon, burn down and anoxia respectively. They are normalized to either titanium
or rubidium to prevent a closed sum effect. Upon closer examination, the core and
XRF record shown in figure 1.2 reveals a complex, periodic and layered structure. A
time-frequency analysis, i.e. a so-called wavelet analysis, is applied to the XRF core
scanner data, to calculate the frequency content along the core. Several characteristic
periods are found, in the range of 50−1000 yrs. These periodicities are a direct result
of external forcing (e.g. solar variability), or introduced by a non-linear response of
the Mediterranean Sea to both external forcing and internal feedback mechanisms.
The sapropel appears to be terminated abruptly. The absence of a Mn peak indicates
that there is no burn down. This suggests that an almost instant transition (in a few
millimeter in the sediment core) from the sapropel state to a state with oxygenated
bottom water occurred.

Chapter 3 describes the fundamentals of a transient box model for semi-enclosed
basins, applied to sapropel formation in the Mediterranean sea. The model uses three
dynamic boxes. The first box represents the deep water formation sites, the second
box the surface and intermediate water of the open basins and the third box the
deep water. Each of the boxes exchanges properties with the surrounding boxes.
Furthermore, static boxes are included that represent the atmosphere, rivers and
the Atlantic ocean. It is found that sapropel formation is an inherently transient
process, underlining the value of a coupled dynamic model. Furthermore, the model
matches the data best when the freshwater budget of part of the basin temporarily
becomes positive during sapropel formation, which is disputed in previous literature.
Although this model captures the fundamental mechanisms of sapropel formation, it
cannot explain most of the high frequency variability.

In Chapter 4, a dynamic nutrient model is added, demonstrating the flexibility of
our box model framework. The nutrient model describes the production, breakdown
and burial of organic matter, and therefore also the oxygen consumption. The model
is applied to the Black Sea, to study the effects of the opening and closing of the
Bosphorus strait. We find that the model can capture the main trends found in
geological records. This study highlights the value of a combined dynamic model.

Next, in Chapter 5, separate intermediate water boxes are included in the same
framework. Now the high frequency variability is reproduced. In the above we
introduced the question “So how is it possible that a slow varying process like the
precession causes such a sharp transition?”. The model results suggest that this
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variability originates from transitions to new equilibrium states, caused by precession
variability, i.e. the high frequency content in the core data largely represents internal
variability. In other words, slow processes can trigger fast transitions. Moreover, it is
shown that sapropels only form as they do in the geological record when the freshwater
budget briefly becomes positive, but not long enough to reverse the density gradient
at the strait. Previous literature concluded that the currents at the strait did not
reverse, which is in agreement with our results.
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2 A Novel Approach Using
Time-Depth Distortions to Assess
Multicentennial Variability in
Deep-Sea Oxygen Deficiency in
the Eastern Mediterranean Sea
During Sapropel S5

Based on: Dirksen, J. P., Hennekam, R., Geerken, E.,& Reichart, G. J. (2019). A
novel approach using time-depth distortions to assess multicentennial variability in
deep-sea oxygen deficiency in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea during sapropel S5.
Paleoceanography and Paleoclimatology, 34(5), 774-786.

Abstract

Reconstructing millennial- to centennial-scale climate variability for the Eemian-an in-
terval with estimated sea surface temperatures∼ 0.5 degC warmer than “preindustrial”-
requires records with high temporal resolution. Sapropel S5 sediments, deposited
under anoxic conditions in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, offer the rare opportu-
nity to assess multicentennial climate variability during this time. Here we present
high-resolution S5 piston core data from the Nile delta region. Specifically, we fo-
cus on Ba/Ti, Br/Ti, and Mo/Ti, as they are proxies for paleo-productivity, marine
organic carbon, and sediment anoxia, respectively. A high correlation between our
Ba/Ti values in core 64PE-406-E1 and well-dated Ba records of nearby cores (LC21
and ODP967) was found. We, therefore, tuned our data to these cores obtaining an
initial age model. A time-frequency analyses indicated significant frequency content
in the multicentennial band, although the frequency components drifted over time.
Assuming spectral simplicity, we corrected for sedimentation rate changes on a multi-
centennial time scale. This novel approach grants a higher-resolution age model. The
resulting variability in sedimentation rate is similar to records of monsoon variability,
indicating a possible link between sedimentation at the core location and low-latitude
monsoon variability, linked via the River Nile. Moreover, the periodicities found in
the sapropel time series are similar to the frequency content of total solar irradiance

Picture left: a close up of core 64-PE406-E1, showing part of sapropel S5 (black) at the bottom
and clay (grey) at the top. Note the sharp transition and the fine laminations in the sapropel. The
vertical scale is aprroximately 15 cm.
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and sunspot records known for the Holocene, at least at high frequencies (∼ 50-150
years). Hence, our data suggest cyclic intrasapropel variability, at least during the
deposition of sapropel S5, may be linked to solar cycles.

2.1 Introduction

During the Quaternary period, climate has fluctuated between glacial and interglacial
states, paced by astronomically driven changes in insolation, on time scales of 104 to
105 years (e.g. Tzedakis et al., 2017). Millennial-scale oscillations were first identi-
fied by (Heinrich, 1988), who found periodically occurring ice rafted detritus in the
North Atlantic. Later, climate oscillations on time scales of 102 to 103 years were first
recognized in the ice cores from Greenland Dansgaard et al. (1993) and by Grootes
et al. (1993) in the same year. At the same time, it was reported that during the last
interglacial (Eemian), climate was more unstable than during the present interglacial,
at least in Greenland (Anklin et al., 1993; Dahl-Jensen et al., 2013), and suborbital
climate variability during this time interval was later also shown in Atlantic sediment
records (Oppo et al., 2001, 2006). The discovery of the high-frequency climate os-
cillations resulted in a quest for similar frequency changes in other records, in both
the continental (Blaga et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2001) and the marine realm (Alta-
bet et al., 2002; Haug et al., 2001). Some studies suggest that these high-frequency
climate oscillations are linked to glacial conditions or that the glacial boundary condi-
tions at least enhance the impact of some unknown inherent oscillation of the climate
system (e.g. Bond et al., 1993, 1997), although they have also been found in nonglacial
conditions (for example Barker et al., 2011). We further investigate this suborbital
climate variability in a relatively warm climate. These results can therefore also be
used to assess the importance of multicentennial climate variability for near future
climate change.

Of particular interest is Marine Isotope Stage 5e (MIS-5e; ∼ 129− 116 ka), where
global sea surface temperatures may have been ∼ 0.5 degC warmer than preindustrial
levels (Hoffman et al., 2017). MIS-5e may not be a perfect analogue for future global
warming, as anthropogenic forcing differs significantly from natural forcing (and due
to the different orbital parameters), but still this interval can give valuable informa-
tion on mechanisms and feedbacks that operate in a comparable warmer climate (e.g.
Capron et al., 2017). Although this time interval has been studied extensively, very
few studies achieved a sufficient resolution to investigate multicentennial climate vari-
ability. Most continental records lack sufficient time control, whereas marine records
mostly lack resolution due to bioturbation.

The Mediterranean Sea is one of the few basins that allow studying high-resolution
climate change at the lower latitudes during warm intervals. Limited water exchange
with the open ocean makes the Mediterranean Sea, with its antiestuarine overturning
circulation, extremely vulnerable to climatic perturbations. This is exemplified by the
repeated deposition of organic-rich layers in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, that is,
sapropels, linked to precession minima (Cramp and O’Sullivan, 1999; Hilgen, 1991;
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Lourens et al., 1996; Rohling et al., 2015; Rossignol-Strick, 1985; Rossignol-Strick
et al., 1982). Sapropels are thought to reflect changes in the Northeast African mon-
soon intensity, which affect mainly Nile outflow (Rohling et al., 2015; Rossignol-Strick,
1985), reducing deep sea ventilation. Concomitantly increasing eastern Mediterranean
productivity due to the development of a deep chlorophyll maximum, additional nu-
trients from the Nile River, and/or phosphorus regeneration from anoxic sediments,
as well as related remineralization at depth, is suggested to result in bottom water
anoxia and enhanced preservation of organic matter (Lange et al., 2008; Kemp et al.,
1999; Krom et al., 2002; Rohling and Gieskes, 1989; Rohling et al., 2015; Slomp et al.,
2002; Van Santvoort et al., 1996, 1997). The lack of bioturbation during these anoxic
periods produces perfectly preserved sedimentary archives, allowing high-resolution
climate reconstructions.

Sapropel deposition is thought to occur time-synchronous (within age uncertain-
ties) in the entire Mediterranean Sea basin, at least during sapropel S1 (Lange et al.,
2008), and therefore, age constraints from different sites can be used to cross-tune
Eastern Mediterranean records. Grant et al. (2012, 2016) transferred the ages of the
well-dated Soreq cave speleothem record to eastern Mediterranean Sea core LC21 us-
ing common δ18O variability in these two records. Core ODP967, taken close to our
core 64PE406-E1, has been synchronized to the LC21 record using both Ba (export-
productivity proxy) and δ18O variability (Rodŕıguez-Sanz et al., 2017a). Hence, to
obtain a robust initial age model, our 64PE406-E1 record is cross-correlated to cores
LC21 and ODP967 (see Figure 1 for core locations) using common Ba signals.
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Figure 2.1 Bathymetric map of the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, indicating the locations
of cores 64PE406-E1 (this study), LC21, and ODP967, as well as the location of Soreq cave.

Here we study a well-preserved sapropel deposited during MIS-5e, recovered close
to the Nile delta, to investigate millennial to centennial time scale climate variability
in the Mediterranean Sea. The laminated sediments of the sapropel were analyzed
using an X-ray fluorescence (XRF) core scanner. These high-resolution time series
were subsequently evaluated in the depth and time domains to establish a new inter-
nally independent chronology for the sapropel. For this we use “spectral simplicity”
(Schiffelbein and Dorman, 1986), which assumes a more or less constant frequency
content on a millennial to centennial time scale to establish an independent depth-to-
age calibration. Similar methods have also been used by Park and Herbert (1987) and
Herbert (1994) to assess the effects of variations in sedimentation rate records of pa-
leoclimatic variability on orbital time scales. After correcting this way for time-depth
distortions, the spectral content of the signal is compared to known frequencies of cli-
mate variability. Ultimately, this is used to study in detail the sedimentation in the
Nile delta and to study centennial to millennial climate signals in the Mediterranean
Sea during the Eemian.
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2.2 Material and Methods

2.2.1 Sediment Material

Core 64PE406-E1 (33 18.14898’N, 33 23.71998’E, water depth 1,760 m) was collected
during the Netherlands Earth System Science Center research cruise in the Eastern
Mediterranean Sea conducted with R/V Pelagia in January 2016 (Figure 1). This
9.2-m-long piston core shows an alternation of brown/gray clays with black laminated
sapropel sediments. We observe at least four sapropels, which we relate to S1, S3, S4,
and S5, at following depth intervals: S1 is partially present in the top of the piston
core and complete in an accompanying multicore; S3 (1.7-2.0 m), S4 (2.5-2.8 m), and
S5 (3.3-3.7 m).

2.2.2 XRF Measurements

The core was analyzed for its geochemical composition using an XRF core scan-
ner (Avaatech) at the Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ) in The
Netherlands. We used three different voltage settings (10, 30, and 50 kV) to measure
all relevant elements from Al to Ba (Richter et al., 2006), and we specifically focus
on Ti, Br, Rb, Mo, Mn, and Ba for this study. First, the entire core was scanned at a
1-cm resolution on the “work half” core section (results shown in Figure 3). Second,
the interval surrounding sapropel S5 was XRF scanned at a higher 1-mm resolution,
again on the “work half” core section (figure 2). Lastly, we measured sapropel S5
in an even higher 400-µm resolution on the “reference half” core section (Figure 4).
As the signal-to-noise ratios for the XRF intensities of the elements change with the
used resolutions, we assessed the signal-to-noise per element per resolution in order
to end up with the highest resolution proxy signal with acceptable signal-to-noise
ratio as possible. These tests showed robust signal-to-noise ratios for Ti, Br, Rb, Mo,
Mn, and Ba at centimeter and millimeter resolutions, whereas signal-to-noise ratios
at 400 µm were sufficient for Br, Rb, Mo, and Ba. The XRF data for sapropel S5
of all presented elements at all measured resolutions is available in the supporting
information. image
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Figure 2.2 An overview of the centimeter- and millimeter-resolution XRF data of core
64PE406-E1. The blue lines show the millimeter resolution data of each element, and
the orange lines the centimeter-resolution data. Various sapropels can be identified; the
approximate locations of sapropels S3, S4, and S5 are indicated by the shaded area’s.

Element ratios, rather than individual elements, are used to prevent closed-sum
effects, and log ratios are favored because of asymmetry in normal ratios (Weltje et al.,
2015; Weltje & Tjallingii, 2008). Although Al is generally used in geochemical studies
for normalization, for XRF core scanning often other elements are used (mainly Ti)
as the effect of water absorption is relatively large for a light element as Al (Weltje
and Tjallingii, 2008; Hennekam and de Lange, 2012). As the signal-to-noise ratio for
Ti was insufficient at the highest (400-µm) resolution, we also used Rb as an element
for detrital normalization, which has previously been reported as a good alternative
for Mediterranean Sea sediments (Thomson et al., 2006).

2.2.3 Statistical Approach

When correlating two element-to-element ratios, such as Br/Ti and Ba/Ti, with the
same independent variable, correlation may be spurious (Pearson, 1897; Simon, 1954).
Pearson (1897) already wrote that such spurious correlations can be recognized by
varying the numerator/denominator randomly. Hence, we performed Monte Carlo
simulations on the XRF data sets to validate the significance of correlations. Specif-
ically, the XRF data of the numerator variable (e.g., exemplified by Ba in Figure 5)
was replaced by a pseudo random variable, having the same statistical distribution
and relative range of values as the replaced variable over the selected interval. We
subsequently calculated correlation between this pseudo random ratio (random/Ti)
and the second element ratio (e.g., exemplified for Mo/Ti in Figure 5). The here used
Monte Carlo simulation applied 104 draws. From this, an artificial distribution was
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obtained, showing the correlation based on the spurious correlation only (blue bars
in Figures 5C and 5F), representing noise in the numerator only. When the actual
correlation (red lines in Figures 5C and 5F) is much higher than the simulated cor-
relations, this confirms statistical significance of the correlation between the actual
ratios.

2.2.4 Frequency Analyses

Time series of the XRF proxy records were analyzed in the time-frequency domain
using wavelet transforms (Kirby and Swain, 2013; Torrence and Compo, 1998). Like a
windowed Fourier analyses, it uses multiple Fourier transforms to calculate the spec-
tral content of a signal but without the limitation of a uniform time window. A Morlet
wavelet with 500 scales and zero padding was used, which is suitable for studying os-
cillatory signals (Grossmann and Morlet, 1984). In order to focus on sub-Milankovitch
cycles, we first removed the offset and trend by subtracting a fitted third-order poly-
nomial, before the actual wavelet analyses. Applying a filter to remove frequency
content in which we are not interested would be superfluous, as for each scale of the
wavelet the signal is already bandpass filtered at the appropriate frequencies. In a
Morlet, a sine curve is multiplied with a Gaussian, with the central wave number set-
ting the width of the Gaussian relative to the frequency. Hence, a higher central wave
number increases the width of the sampled interval. Various central wave numbers in
the range of 6-12 were used, covering a range of trade-offs between time and frequency
resolution (Kirby and Swain, 2013). When higher-frequency resolution is required,
a larger central wave number is used, up to 12. For shorter signals however, a low
central wave number increases bandwidth, allowing the detection of lower frequencies
(Kirby and Swain, 2013). Additionally, a low central wave number increases time
resolution. An integral over the time axis of the wavelet transform was used to calcu-
late a global wavelet. Similar to a frequency power spectrum, a global wavelet shows
dominant frequencies and their relative power. When calculating global wavelets,
power outside the cone of influence or above the Nyquist frequency is excluded. The
Nyquist frequency was calculated by combining our highest XRF resolution of 400
µm with the first-order age model (see below), resulting in a typical Nyquist period
of 12-60 years. As these frequency analyses require a constant sampling interval, the
XRF data were resampled at an interval of 4 years, prior to analysis, which is shorter
than the shortest time interval between two measurement points in any of the age
models used (see below), thereby preventing aliasing.

2.2.5 2.5 Age Model and Time-Depth Distortion Removal

The sapropel periods are well expressed through the Ba/Al (or in this case Ba/Ti
and/or Ba/Rb) ratio, which approximates the original total organic carbon concen-
trations (Van Santvoort et al., 1996, 1997; Lange et al., 2008). We transformed the
age model of core LC21 (Aegean Sea, Grant et al., 2012, 2016), which was aligned to
the excellently dated Soreq cave record, to our 64PE406-E1 core (see Introduction) by
tuning the sedimentary Ba/Ti variability (Figure 3). Moreover, we verify this cross-
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correlation of Ba signals by also comparison of our record to nearby core ODP967,
which was also aligned to LC21 using Ba and δ18O variability (Rodŕıguez-Sanz et
al., 2017). Variability observed in the Ba/Ti record of core 64PE406-E1 and the Ba
intensities of core LC21 and Ba/Ti of core ODP967 are very similar (see Figure 3).
Hence, we use the same sapropel S5 boundaries as found by Grant et al. (2016) at
121.5-128.3 kyr BP to constrain our initial age model, which we subsequently improve
by removal of time-depth distortions (see below). Note that this approach would not
be suitable outside of sapropels, due to a lack of a clear signal.

Figure 2.3 The element log ratios of Ba/Ti sapropel S5 is shown in blue (left axis), com-
pared to the ODP967 Ba/Ti data (left axis) and the LC21 Ba data (right axis).

To study multicentennial variability within S5, we assessed whether the sedimen-
tation rate remains constant throughout the sapropel using a time-frequency anal-
yses. Time-depth distortions are removed by assuming constant frequency content,
thereby correcting for sedimentation rate changes within the sapropel. We here follow
the same reasoning proposed by Herbert (1994) to remove time-depth distortions for
orbital time scales. Time-depth distortions were removed by assuming a constant
frequency content on the millennial to centennial time scale by correcting for sedi-
mentation rate changes within the sapropel. To this end, we added pointers to the
initial age model at those depths where the frequency content appeared not constant.
These pointers were subsequently moved in both time and depth to achieve a more
constant frequency content.
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2.3 Results

The centimeter- and millimeter-resolution XRF measurements show good correla-
tions between all ratios (Figure 2). The 0.4-mm-resolution data show much higher-
frequency variability, but the same trend as the millimeter-resolution data, with no
difference between data normalized to Ti or Rb (Figure 4).

Figure 2.4 Panel A shows a line scan image of the core interval containing S5, which
contains dark organic-rich sediment. Panels B-D show the corresponding graphs of the trace
metals Bromium, Rubidium and Molydenum respectively, as determined with an XRF core
scanner. The elements are normalized to either Titanium or Rubidium. Note an increase
in all element ratios during the sapropel.

In the sapropel Ba/Ti, Mo/Ti and Br/Ti element ratios are elevated relative to
presapropel and postsapropel values. In the XRF data millimeter-scale variability is
observed, corresponding to multicentennial time scales (Figure 4). The three element
log ratios shown in Figure 4 covariate, even on this millimeter scale. To validate
whether this correlation is significant and not spurious, a Monte Carlo simulation
has been performed, which randomly varies the numerator of the ratio (Figure 5;
see also section 2.3). The correlation between Ba/Ti and Mo/Ti in S5 (see Figure
5) is significant (R2 = 0.894 and p < 10−4), while outside the sapropel, we find
no correlation (R2 < 10−2 and p = 0.4859). This indicates that the data in the
sapropel can be used for further analyses of multicentennial climate variability, while
the variability outside the sapropel behaves as noise.
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Figure 2.5 (A, D) A zoom in over the selected interval. (B, E) A correlation plot of these
element ratios over the selection interval. (C, F) The results of a Monte Carlo simulation,
performed on the selection interval. The distribution (in blue) is the correlation between
the two ratios, if Mo, one of the two dependent variables, is replaced by a pseudo random
variable, with the same distribution as Mo. The p value indicates the likelihood that a
random draw has a better correlation with the second ratio than the measured data, the
null hypothesis.

The wavelet transformation shows the frequency content in the time domain, based
on our initial age model (Figure 2.6A). Although the global wavelet shows distinct
frequency peaks, the variability relative to the mean value is very low, as shown
in Figure 2.6C. This relatively low contrast is in line with the drifting frequencies
observed in the wavelet transform in Figure 2.6A. The wavelet transform shows several
frequency peaks, which seem to drift over time. At 127 kyrBP , a sudden shift in
frequency can be seen in the 400− to 600− year period band (Figure 2.6A), with the
main peak jumping from about 500 to 380 years. From 127 − 123 ka, the spectral
peak in this band slowly appears to increase again to a period of approximately 600
years. After 123 ka, the pattern does not allow to unequivocally distinguish between
the different spectral peaks.
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Figure 2.6 (A) The wavelet transform of the element log ratio of Ba/Rb with a central wave
number of 8, when assuming a constant sedimentation rate in sapropel S5. Several frequency
components can be observed in the multicentennial band, although the frequencies are not
constant. The dashed green line indicates the local spatial Nyquist period, corresponding
to the minimal observable period when time-depth distortions are present (Herbert, 1994).
The solid red line indicates the cone of influence (COI) of the wavelet transform. (B) The
analyzed signal: the element log ratio of Ba/Rb from which the dominant precession signal
was removed (see section 2). (C) The integrated power of the wavelet transform over the
time axis, a global wavelet. The global wavelet represents a frequency power spectrum.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Elemental ratios in sapropel S5

Even at the highest-frequency variability is found to correlate significantly between
the studied element ratios in sapropel S5 (see Figure 2.5). We can, therefore, use
these XRF records to investigate multicentennial climate variability within sapropel
S5. Normalizing the XRF measurements to Ti may in some settings result in an
influence of aeolian dust on the signal, as Saharan dust is enriched in Ti Lourens
et al. (2001). However, we also normalize to Rb, which similarly to Al, is related
to the fluvial aluminosilicate component (Thomson et al., 2006). As we find no no-
table difference between the element/Ti and element/Rb ratios, we conclude that
any influence of aeolian dust is very small. Ba/Ti is regarded an indicator of paleo-
productivity (e.g. Bishop, 1988; Dymond et al., 1992), while Br/Ti correlates well
with marine organic carbon in the Mediterranean Sea (Ziegler et al., 2008). Mo/Ti is
a proxy for bottom water anoxia (e.g. Scott and Lyons, 2012; Tribovillard et al., 2006).
Nile outflow provides nutrients and fresh water, which is widely assumed to mecha-
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nistically underlie sapropel formation (Rohling et al., 2015, and references therein).
Moreover, nutricline rise into the lower photic zone (Rohling and Gieskes, 1989) and
enhanced regeneration of phosphorus (Slomp et al., 2002) due to anoxic bottom wa-
ter might have played a major role in the productivity increase during sapropels as
well. Consequently, paleo-productivity, sediment organic carbon concentrations, and
anoxia are probably all interrelated and controlled by monsoon intensity variability,
linked through the River Nile (Lange et al., 2008; Hennekam et al., 2014; Rohling
et al., 2015). In contrast to Mo, Mn precipitates as MnO2 within the sediment when
the bottom waters get oxygenated. Pore-water Mn2+, formed during sapropel forma-
tion, diffuses upward and reacts with O2, diffusing downward from the oxygen-rich
bottom waters, forming Mn oxides. Peak concentrations in Mn can hence be used
to indicate burn down (Van Santvoort et al., 1996). Consequently, when a peak in
Mn/Ti is found within a sapropel, this indicates that burn down proceeded into the
sapropel. Such a Mn/Ti peak is observed within sapropel S3 (see Figure 2.2) but
absent from the top of sapropel S5. This implies that burn down did not appreciably
affect the record of S5. Sapropel S5 is hence preserved completely and well suited
to assess multicentennial variability in trace elements and fine tuning of the record
based on this variability.

2.4.2 Productivity and ventilation during sapropel S5

The covariance of Ba/Rb, Mo/Rb, and Br/Rb during sapropel S5 on multicenten-
nial time scales suggests that the processes causing the fluctuations in these element
ratios are also linked. A link between productivity and sediment anoxia has been
shown before in the Nile delta region for sapropel S1, also on centennial time scales
(Hennekam et al., 2014; Jilbert et al., 2010). These factors are either linked directly
(i.e., higher productivity increases oxygen draw down) or indirectly, both reflecting
changes in the primary drivers (i.e., Nile outflow is affecting stratification and pro-
ductivity). Even though these drivers are indistinguishable, the correlation between
Ba/Rb and Mo/Rb suggests that surface water productivity and sediment anoxia are
coupled in time and through time at the core site. The sapropel S5 record of core
LC21 shows an interruption estimated at ∼ 122 ka (Rohling et al., 2006, 2015, and
further references therein), which we do not find, as exemplified by our Mo/Ti record.
Core LC21 was recovered from the Aegean Sea, closer to a deep water formation site
then core 64PE406-E1, potentially making the sediment at the site of core LC21 more
sensitive to perturbations. Furthermore, core LC21 is shallower (at 1, 520 m depth)
and therefore more susceptible to record reventilation events. Still, our data do not
allow fully excluding such a weakening in core 64PE406-E1, as the drop in the Ba/Ti
record does hint at a period with slightly lower productivity values toward the end of
the record, with concurrently also a dip in Mo/Ti, which thus suggests less reducing
conditions.

By aligning our Ba/Ti record with the LC21 Ba record, we assume synchronous
productivity variability throughout the Mediterranean Sea, within uncertainties. Marino
et al. (2007) suggest that anoxia at the site of LC21 developed ∼100-300 years earlier
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when compared to an open Mediterranean Sea core (OPD971). However, within age
model uncertainties at the sapropel boundaries (2 kyr), the influence of this type of
nonsynchronous developments are relatively insignificant, as this would imply an addi-
tional uncertainty of approximately 3% in the total length of the sapropel. Moreover,
we aligned our record using the barium record, which is not assuming a synchronous
development of anoxia but productivity during the same period. While it needs to
be seen that such developments are absolutely synchronous, we conclude that there
is no indication that this is an issue for our analysis.

2.4.3 Multicentennial paleo-environmental variability during sapropel S5 and
removal of the time-depth distortion

The first-order age model (Figure 2.3 and section 4) assumes a constant sedimen-
tation rate for sapropel S5, as no radiometric dates are available within sapropel S5
(and there is no evidence that intrasapropel variability occurs time-synchronous basin
wide). Hence, there is need for an independent age model that removes time-depth dis-
tortions in the core at a sufficiently high resolution. The first-order age model showed
several significant spectral peaks in the power spectrum, and the wavelet transform
shows that these frequencies appear to vary through depth (Figure 6). Hence, we
subsequently tuned the age model as to achieve constant frequencies throughout the
sapropel, allowing deviations from a constant sedimentation rate. The minimum
change in sedimentation rate needed to obtain constant frequencies corresponds to a
maximum offset (in the middle of the sapropel) of 1.5 kyr from the original linear age
model, which is within the uncertainty of the sapropel boundaries (Grant et al., 2016,
report uncertainties 2σ of 2.0 ± 0.9kyr for the 40- to 150-ka BP interval). The new
age model results from the hypothesis that a significant, constant frequency spectrum
exists in the time domain. Still, we here refrain from speculating on a specific driv-
ing mechanism, or linkages to specific frequencies present in the signal, but rather
present the methods as such to allow using the internal changes in sedimentation rate,
irrespective of the frequencies present.

By adding a single pointer to the age model within the sapropel, a low frequency
peak of around 650 years becomes constant throughout the sapropel. However, with
this age model, higher frequency components are not constant. By adding additional
pointers, all observed spectral components can be made much more stable during
sapropel S5 (Figure 7a). A spline interpolation is used between these pointers, to
prevent abrupt changes in sedimentation rate. The amplitude of the spectral peaks
in the global wavelet is a measure for the stability of the frequency components: When
the frequencies are less constant through time, more power will accumulate between
peaks. The global wavelet of the first age model (Figure 6c) shows much less contrast
between the peaks compared to the global wavelet of the tuned age model (Figure
2.7C). This suggests that the tuned age model provides an appreciable improvement,
when assuming spectral simplicity.

When a pointer in the tuned age model is shifted by more than 100 years, the fre-
quency content becomes significantly less constant. This indicates that tuning errors
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Figure 2.7 (A) The wavelet transform of the element log ratio of Ba/Rb with the tuned
age model, with a central wave number of 8. The dashed green line indicates the local
spatial Nyquist period, corresponding to the minimal observable period when time-depth
distortions are present (Herbert, 1994). The solid red line indicates the cone of influence
(COI) of the wavelet transform. (B) A wavelet transform of the total solar irradiance
(TSI), using the same wavelet settings. Although the signals originate from different time
intervals, their frequency-time behaviour has similarities as shown in the wavelet transforms.
(C) The Br/Rb global wavelet using the tuned age model, compared to global wavelets of
TSI (Steinhilber et al., 2012) and sunspot data (SILSO, 2018). Most peaks of the Br/Rb
global wavelet have corresponding peaks in either the sunspot data or the TSI data. A
central wave number of 12 was used for the TSI and XRF data (providing more frequency
resolution), while a central wave number of 6 is used for the sunspot data.
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are at most 100 years and do not significantly contribute to the overall error in the
frequency content. The uncertainty in the time domain is related to the uncertainties
of the dating of the core LC21 and, hence, are in the order of 2± 0.9kyr over sapro-
pel S5 (Grant et al., 2016). Each of the frequency components therefore also has an
uncertainty proportional to the uncertainty in sapropel duration.

Possible forcing mechanisms for multicentennial climate variability include, but
are not restricted to, solar variability, North Atlantic Oscillation, and the El Niño-
Southern Oscillation. Solar variability is characterized by distinct spectral compo-
nents, at least during the Holocene (i.e. Dykoski et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2005).
The North Atlantic Oscillation has been considered as a driving mechanism but does
not contain distinct frequency components and behaves as blue noise (i.e., noise with
reduced high frequency components Cook et al., 2002). The El Niño-Southern Oscil-
lation may also have affected sapropel formation through monsoon and in particular
Nile outflow variability, since frequencies similar to those found in El Niño-Southern
Oscillation records are recognized in the Nile high water anomaly record (Kondrashov
et al., 2005). However, these frequencies are much higher than the Nyquist frequency
of the sapropel S5 XRF record and can therefore not be detected. To validate po-
tential impact of solar variability as a driving mechanism, we compare its frequency
content to that of the sapropel S5 XRF record (section 5.4) We indeed observe an
overall similar frequency content, although this does not necessarily imply causality.
For instance, throughout the Holocene, it has been suggested that solar forcing affects
the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (Marchitto et al., 2010), which in turn may affect
the African monsoon.

2.4.4 High-frequency climate signals in the sapropel S5

The tuned age model removes time-depth distortion from the signal and therefore al-
lows us to compare the spectral content of intrasapropel variability to other records.
An important mechanism proposed for the variability within the most recent sapropel
(S1) is solar activity (Hennekam et al., 2014; Jilbert et al., 2010). Rohling et al. (2002)
already proposed solar activity as a driver for variability within sapropel S5, although
no clear mechanism was given at that time. The ∼ 88− year periodicity found here
(in Ba/Rb) was also observed before in both a Nile high water anomaly record (Ruz-
maikin et al., 2006) and total solar irradiance (TSI)/sunspot records (Steinhilber
et al., 2012, and the Sunspot Index and Long-term Solar Observations (SILSO,
2018), respectively). Therefore, it seems that solar activity affects monsoon intensity,
which in turn affects Nile discharge, also when overall Nile discharge is much higher.
Even when increased Nile discharge due to precession variability causes an overall
increase in productivity and oxygen drawdown in the Mediterranean, superimposed
changes are still observed. Furthermore, Duan et al. (2014) showed how the Asian
Monsoon activity is modulated by changes in solar activity, with monsoon variability
most likely forced by the cosmic ray flux and associated changes in cloud cover. In
addition, reduced solar output is thought to weaken the thermal contrast between
ocean and continent or between hemispheres, reducing monsoon circulation and as-
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sociated rainfall (Wang et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2015). The Nile river discharge may
also be affected by Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) slowdown
or shutdown, like during the last glacial stadials and Heinrich events (Broccoli et al.,
2006; Wang et al., 2005), as millennial-scale AMOC variability has been found during
MIS 5e (e.g. Oppo et al., 2001). However, clear spectral peaks in the frequency band
relevant to this study (periods of 70-1,000 years) have not been reported in these
records. We therefore conclude that while AMOC variability may have affected Nile
outflow during sapropel S5, it cannot explain the variability observed in this study.

Several dominant frequencies have been observed in the reconstructed total solar
irradiance over the past 9 kyr, such as 210 (the Suess cycle), 350 and 710 years
(Steinhilber et al., 2012). However, similar solar cycles have not yet been identified as
far back in time as sapropel S5. In order to explore solar cycles as a forcing mechanism
for intrasapropel variability, we compare the frequency content of our XRF data to
that of the TSI (Steinhilber et al., 2012) and the more recent sunspot number data
(SILSO, 2018, which has yearly resolution). The same wavelet analysis has been
performed on all data sets. A direct comparison between the wavelet transforms of
Ba/Rb and TSI (Figure 2.7A and B) shows similar periodicities at high frequencies
and similar patterns in relative intensity at lower frequencies. The sunspot data cover
the last 300 years and can therefore only be used for periods shorter than 200 years.
The TSI has a length of 9, 000 years, comparable to the duration of sapropel S5,
with a sampling interval of 22 years. The TSI can hence be used for periods longer
than 44 years. The intensity of the dominant frequencies in the TSI data vary over
time (Steinhilber et al., 2012) but not in frequency. Most frequencies correspond to
TSI and sunspot periodicities within error (approximately 20%); however, we refrain
from adjusting the age model based on this, as also other causes for high-frequency
variability exist. The similarity of the frequencies observed, as well as the stability
of the frequencies observed, supports our initial assumption of constant frequency
components. Note that shorter quasi-cycles, such as those with ∼ 11 (sunspot or
Schwabe cycles) and ∼ 22 (Hale cycles) year periodicities cannot be observed in our
record, as the temporal resolution is insufficient.

Relative power of the spectral peaks in the XRF, TSI and sunspot data differs
significantly, which is expected since relative power is not constant through time
in the TSI data either (Figures 2.7B and C). Moreover, it is highly unlikely that
processes affecting the proxy records in the different frequency domains are linearly
related to the driving forces. More importantly, the patterns of the intensity of the
different frequencies in the wavelet plot (Figures 2.7A and B) are similar. We hence
conclude that the time-frequency spectra of the records support the hypothesis that
intra-sapropel S5 variability is related to solar cycles.

As consequence of the internal tuning of the age model, with the aim to remove
time-depth distortions, sedimentation rates within the sapropel is constrained (Fig-
ure 2.8A). The derived sedimentation rates closely resemble the monsoon intensity
reconstruction as derived from residual LC21 δ18O (Grant et al., 2016). This record
shows a steep increase toward maximum monsoon intensity, after which gradual de-
cline of monsoon strength is observed. A link between climate and sedimentation
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rate has been proposed by Schiffelbein and Dorman (1986), who used a very similar
criterion, “spectral simplicity.” Still the pattern deviates from that found in the Nile
delta for sapropel S1 (Hennekam, 2015). This difference may be due to the fact that
the record used here is from a more distal location, whereas the Nile delta record
is affected directly by the local sedimentary system, where magnitude response and
phase response may be very different. Sea level might be an important factor to ex-
plain this difference, as it can have a large effect on sedimentation, especially during
sapropel S1. Whereas a sea level change would decrease the local sedimentation rate
(i.e., the site becomes more distal during sea level rise) during S1, sedimentation rate
would go up during the early stage of S5 (monsoon only) as at the onset of sapropel
S5 the peak in monsoon intensity was much higher than during S1 (Grant et al., 2016;
Rohling et al., 2004).

Figure 2.8 (A) The final age-depth relation (solid line, the dots represent the pointers),
compared to the linear age model (dashed line). (B) The sedimentation rate in sapropel S5
(∼129-121 ka) resulting from the tuned age model (blue line with the red dots), with the
sedimentation rate from the untuned, linear age model for comparison (black line). Note
the higher sedimentation rate at the start of the sapropel in the tuned age model. Due to
the high number of control points in S5, a spline interpolation is more appropriate than
a linear interpolation, which would result in abrupt steps in sedimentation rate at each
pointer. Consequently, the sedimentation rate changes smoothly between the pointers. The
orange line shows the residual δ18O, derived from core LC21 (Grant et al., 2012).

2.5 Conclusions

We propose a novel method to remove time-depth distortions on a multicentennial
scale, by assuming so-called spectral simplicity, and apply this method to sediments
from the Eastern Mediterranean Sea that record the anoxia event (sapropel S5) during
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the Eemian. A small shift in tuning ages (within age model uncertainty), and thus
sedimentation rate, is sufficient to stabilize all spectral components during sapropel
S5. This allows to assess the multicentennial climate variability in our proxy records
for productivity and anoxia, related to sapropel S5 formation, with more certainty.
The resulting signal showed similarity to several records of solar activity from the
Holocene, both in frequency and amplitude variability. Hence, we conclude that
intrasapropel variability, at least during sapropel S5, seems to be linked to solar
variability through Nile outflow. Moreover, this suggests that multicentennial climate
variability that affected sapropel formation during the Holocene and the “warmer-
than-preindustrial” Eemian behaved in a similar way.

Our age model, which removes time-depth distortions, also allows us to study
the sedimentation rate in unprecedented detail. The early phase of sapropel S5 was
characterized by an intensified Nile outflow. The sedimentation rates during this
phase, calculated from the age model are found to be higher. After this initial peak,
the derived sedimentation rate gradually decreases again, similar to the reduction
in Nile discharge that has been reconstructed. Hence, the monsoon intensity and
sedimentation rate at the core location were probably linked during sapropel S5.
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3 The mechanism of sapropel
formation in the Mediterranean
Sea: insight from long-duration
box model experiments

Based on: Dirksen, J. P., & Meijer, P. (2020). The mechanism of sapropel forma-
tion in the Mediterranean Sea: insight from long-duration box model experiments.
Climate of the Past, 16(3), 933-952.

Abstract

Periodic bottom water oxygen deficiency in the Mediterranean Sea has led to the
deposition of organic rich sediments during geological history, so called sapropels.
Although a mechanism linking the formation of these deposits to orbital variability
has been derived from the geological record, physics-based proof is limited to snapshot
and short time-slice experiments with (Oceanic) General Circulation Models. Specif-
ically, previous modelling studies have investigated atmospheric and oceanographic
equilibrium states during orbital extremes (minimum and maximum precession). In
contrast, we use a conceptual box model that allows us to focus on the transient
response of the Mediterranean Sea to orbital forcing and investigate the physical
processes causing sapropel formation. The model is constrained by present day mea-
surement data, while proxy data offers constraints on the timing of sapropels.

The results demonstrate that it is possible to describe the first order aspects of
sapropel formation in a conceptual box model. A systematic model analysis provides
new insights on features observed in the geological record, such as timing of sapro-
pels, intra-sapropel intensity variations and interruptions. Moreover, given a scenario
constrained by geological data, the model allows us to study the transient response of
variables and processes that cannot be observed in the geological record. The results
suggest that atmospheric temperature variability plays a key role in sapropel forma-
tion, and that the timing of the midpoint of a sapropel can shift significantly with a
minor change in forcing due to nonlinearities in the system.

Picture left: Sunset in the Ionian basin, taken from the RV Pelagia on cruise 64PE-406-E in
January 2016. This is the basin where most deep water is formed.
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3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Background

The response of ocean circulation to changes in atmospheric forcing is an important
element of the climate system. Using computer models applied to the geological past
we can exploit the sedimentary record of variation in circulation for mechanistic in-
sight. The Mediterranean Sea is of particular interest, as abundant and exceptionally
well dated proxy data and present-day measurement data is available and it is a
basin that displays processes such as thermohaline circulation and gateway control
that play a role on the global scale as well.

Presently, the Mediterranean Sea is an evaporative basin (Romanou et al., 2010)
with a small annual mean heat loss to the atmosphere (Song and Yu, 2017). Water
from the Atlantic flows in to the Mediterranean Sea at the Strait of Gibraltar and is
then subjected to buoyancy loss due to evaporation and cooling (see Fig. 3.1 for a
map of the Mediterranean Sea). This results in the formation of intermediate water
in the Levantine basin which spreads throughout the basin (Hayes et al., 2019; Wu
and Haines, 1996). During winter, in the northerly parts of the basin, situated at
relatively high latitude, cold and dry winds induce a further density increase, which
may lead to the formation of deep water (Schroeder et al., 2012). Specifically, deep
water formation (DWF) occurs over the shallow northern Adriatic Sea (Malanotte-
Rizzoli, 1991) and the Aegean Sea (Gertman et al., 2006; Roether et al., 1996) and
in the form of open-ocean deep convection in the Gulf of Lion (Marshall and Schott,
1999) and the southern Adriatic Sea (Bensi et al., 2013). Dense water formed in the
Adriatic and Aegean Seas, both marginal basins of the Mediterranean Sea, flows out
over the seafloor into the deeper parts of the main basin.

Figure 3.1 Map of the Mediterranean Sea. The bathymetry shown is part of the GEBCO
2014 Grid. The colours indicate water depth.

The basin’s semi-enclosed nature causes the system to be very sensitive to climatic
perturbations and the geological record holds an expression of this sensitivity in the
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form of the regular occurrence of organic rich deposits, known as sapropels (Rossignol-
Strick, 1985; Rohling et al., 2015; Hilgen, 1991; Lourens et al., 1996; Cramp and
O’Sullivan, 1999). Sapropels are thought to form when Nile discharge increases as
a response to enhanced African summer monsoon activity during precession minima
(Rossignol-Strick, 1985; Rohling et al., 2015). The low density fresh water then forms
a lid at the surface, stopping or reducing the strength of the overturning circulation.
This commonly accepted mechanism can be nuanced by noting that the Nile does not
enter the basin at a DWF site, but rather close to the location where intermediate
water forms. A large part of the DWF involves this intermediate water (Schroeder
et al., 2012). Reducing the density of the intermediate water implies a decrease or
absence of a (positive) vertical density gradient, also diminishing or stopping the for-
mation of deep water. In contrast, runoff into the marginal basins directly affects the
buoyancy at the DWF sites. For deep convection in for example the Levantine basin
(which can happen with present day conditions, Gertmann et al., 1994) a decrease in
surface water density directly decreases or stops DWF. With decreasing DWF, the
supply of oxygen to the deep water diminishes, potentially causing anoxia and the
preservation of organic matter in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea. Moreover, nutri-
ent input increases with river outflow as well, thereby affecting primary production,
export of organic carbon to the deep water and, consequently, oxygen consumption
(Calvert et al., 1992; De Lange and Ten Haven, 1983; Thomson et al., 1999; van
Helmond et al., 2015; Weldeab et al., 2003). Sea level rise may also trigger sapropel
formation (see Rohling et al., 2015, for sapropel S1), although this does not exclude
monsoon intensity variability as the main cause.

In this paper we present a simple three box model of the Mediterranean Sea,
which includes most elements commonly invoked to explain sapropel formation as
described above. With the model we study which processes determine when and why
sapropels form the way they do. Our aim is to gain a new perspective on the timing
of the sapropel, relative to the forcing, as a significant part of the geological time scale
depends on this relation (Hilgen et al., 1995; Krijgsman et al., 1999) and views on
the timing of the midpoint (the average of the top and bottom age) are contested in
more recent publications (Channell et al., 2010; Westerhold et al., 2012, 2015). A low
complexity model allows us to perform many long runs and explore the parameter
space to a much greater extent than high complexity models. The runs described in
this paper represent but a small fraction of the experiments that have been conducted
and were chosen to give an overview of the behaviour of the model. Long runs are
necessary to study the transient response of the system over a full precession cycle.

As described in modelling studies (such as Marzocchi et al., 2015) as well as in
observational studies (for example Herbert et al., 2015), surface air temperatures
have also been found to vary over a precession cycle, where precession minima are
estimated to have been 1 − 3 °C warmer (annual average) than precession maxima.
Since heat loss depends on the temperature difference between the water surface and
atmosphere, this is another factor that decreases buoyancy loss during precession
minima. We will examine the relative importance of this effect by running the model
both with, and without atmospheric temperature variability.
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3.1.2 Previous modelling studies

Just like the Last Glacial Maximum, the time of sapropel formation has been rec-
ognized early on in the application of OGCMs to Mediterranean circulation, as a
configuration that makes for an interesting contrast to the present-day state (Bigg,
1994; Myers et al., 1998; Myers and Rohling, 2000; Myers, 2002; Meijer and Tuenter,
2007; Meijer and Dijkstra, 2009); and more recently, using a regional ocean model
forced by output from a dedicated global climate model experiment, (Mikolajewicz,
2011; Adloff et al., 2011). Several studies have explored the coupling of circulation
models to models of the biogeochemical cycling, first offline and then in truly com-
bined fashion (Stratford et al., 2000; Bianchi et al., 2006; Grimm et al., 2015). All
these studies have in common that they are limited to time spans much shorter than
the precessional cycle. The only previous box models related to the sapropel problem
are those by Matthiesen and Haines (2003) and Amies et al. (2019), but these models
lacks a representation of the deep waters of the basin. The aforementioned studies
offer support for the basic idea that freshening of the surface waters leads to reduction
of the overturning circulation. The studies suggest that it is important to consider
the full fresh water budget and that runoff may have varied significantly on orbital
time scales (Bigg, 1994; Amies et al., 2019). Finally, nutrient supply is found be a
significant factor in the formation of sapropels (Stratford et al., 2000; Bianchi et al.,
2006).

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Model set-up

The Mediterranean Sea is represented by three boxes in our model: the high latitude
marginal basins (intermediate and surface water, box 1, representing the Adriatic and
Aegean Seas and the Gulf of Lion), the open Mediterranean (surface and intermediate
water, box 2) and the deep water (box 3) (see Fig. 3.2). Boxes 1 and 2 have fluvial
input (sourced from boxes R1 and R2, see Fig. 3.2) and exchange with the atmo-
sphere (represented by boxes A1 and A2, see Fig. 3.2). The surface forcing is further
explained in subsection 3.2.2. Each box has its own temperature and salinity. Boxes
1 through 3 are dynamic: the temperature, salinity and density is calculated during
each time step, based on the incoming and outgoing salt and heat. The Atlantic, both
rivers and both parts of the atmosphere can be seen as static boxes: their salinity,
temperature and density are constant.
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Figure 3.2 A schematic overview of the model set-up. The unlabelled fluxes are balancing
fluxes, the equations for all fluxes are given in subsection 3.2.3. The direction of the arrows
indicates the positive direction in the equations, all horizontal fluxes can change direction.

Circulation is modelled by including downward, vertical fluxes, of which the mag-
nitude depends on the density difference between the surface/intermediate layer and
the deep water (D1 in box 1 and D2 in box 2 in Fig. 3.2). This DWF is driven
by buoyancy loss, due to net evaporation (E-P, where E is the evaporation and P
precipitation, e1 and e2 in Fig. 3.2) and heat exchange with the atmosphere, which
is modelled as a relaxation (i.e. the surface water temperature relaxes to the tem-
perature of the associated atmosphere box, fluxes I1 and I2 in Fig. 3.2). Note that
the DWF in box 1 captures the behaviour of the marginal basins of the Eastern
Mediterranean sea, but is also an approximation of the open ocean convection in the
Gulf of Lion (see subsection 3.1.1). In the typical situation that the Mediterranean
surface/intermediate water at the Strait of Gibraltar is more dense than the Atlantic
water and E-P-R (the fresh water budget, where R is the total runoff) is positive, it
is the outflow to the Atlantic (Qo in Fig. 3.2) that depends on the density difference
between the adjacent water masses. The inflow into the Mediterranean Sea is then the
sum of the outflow to the Atlantic and the fresh water budget. The equations used in
the model are further explained in subsection 3.2.3. In addition to the water fluxes,
diffusive mixing is also included in the model. In contrast to the water fluxes, no net
water transport occurs as a result of the mixing. Rather, properties are exchanged
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between adjacent boxes. The amount of horizontal mixing (between the upper boxes)
is constant, while the vertical mixing is a function of the density difference between
the boxes in question.

A first order approximation of deep water oxygen concentration is included in
the model to get a better understanding of when oxygen deficiency occurs. The
oxygen concentration of the upper boxes is assumed to be in equilibrium with the
atmosphere and is therefore constant. The oxygen concentration of the deep water
(box 3) depends on the deep water fluxes, mixing and oxygen consumption. Oxygen
consumption is scaled with river outflow, as a first order approximation of the nutrient
input, and oxygen concentration. The use of constant volume for the boxes implies (i)
that we take there to always be a distinction between surface/intermediate and deep
cell, and (ii) that the upper cell always extends to the same depth. The upper cell
appears to be set up by the exchange with the ocean (see Meijer and Dijkstra, 2009,
for the Mediterranean Sea and Finnigan et al., 2001, for a generic buoyancy-driven
marginal sea) and is likely a persistent feature of Mediterranean circulation as long as
there is an exchange flow. Moreover, starting from a state that does have DWF and
a separate deep cell, OGCM experiments of reduced net evaporation show a halting
of deep circulation while keeping the upper cell more or less in place (Meijer and
Dijkstra, 2009).

In the present-day Mediterranean Sea DWF is the last step in a chain of processes
(see the introduction). Our model does not include the intra-annual variability, and
the basin geometry is only represented in abstract form. However, in the sense that
the model does capture both the effect of salinity increase and temperature decrease
on upper-water density it is expected to form a fair representation, qualitatively
speaking, of the essence of the overturning circulation. To which extent this is true
will have to follow from more advanced models. Note that the model of Matthiesen
and Haines (2003) also neglects the seasonal cycle. During winter, convection occurs
(Schroeder et al., 2012) and the depth of the intermediate water is relatively stable.
We therefore abstract the circulation to an open surface/intermediate box, a marginal
surface/intermediate box and a deep water box, all with constant volumes. While
the formation of deep water itself is a seasonal process, we parametrize the seasonal
variability by calculating an annually averaged DWF flux. We know that DWF occurs
every year during present winters. However, deep water would not form with annual
average conditions and therefore we assume perpetual winter conditions.

3.2.2 Surface forcing

The transient response of circulation and water properties to precession induced cli-
mate change is modelled by altering the evaporation and river outflow for each box at
every time step. The analyses presented in this paper all use sine-waves to force the
model, but any temporal variation could be used, such as that of the insolation curve.
To be precise, the model forcing used in this paper is derived from a normalized sine-
wave with a 20 kyr period, to reflect climatic precession. The amplitude and offset
is then altered for evaporation and fluvial discharge in boxes 1 and 2. The phase of
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Table 3.1 All model parameters, excluding the model forcing.

Name Value Units Description

dt 1 yr Time step
cA 1.5 W/(m2 ·K) Sea to air heat transport efficiency
c13 1 · 106 m6s−1kg−1 Water transport efficiency between box 1 and 3
c23 4 · 106 m6s−1kg−1 Water transport efficiency between box 2 and 3

c20 3.9 · 105 m3/s/
√
kg/m3 Water transport efficiency at the Strait of Gibraltar

k12 1 · 10−4 m2/s Horizontal mixing between box 1 and 2
L 1000 m Length scale of horizontal diffusivity
kbg 4 · 10−5 m2/s Background vertical mixing strength
kstr 3.5 · 10−4 m5/(kg · s) Vertical mixing strength/rho grad.
A 2.5 · 1012 m2 Surface area of the Mediterranean
f 0.2 − Fraction of the surface area covered by box 1
d1 500 m Depth of box 1
d2 500 m Depth of box 2
d3 1000 m Depth of box 3
S0 36.2 kg/m3 Salinity of the Atlantic ocean
T0 15 °C Temperature of the Atlantic ocean
TR1 16 °C Temperature of R1

TR2 18 °C Temperature of R2

O1 230 uM Surface water O2 concentration
OcO 1.1 · 10−3 s−1 Oxygen consumption parameter
OcR 1.8 · 10−7 m−3 Oxygen consumption due to river outflow
cp 4.187 · 103 J/(K · kg) Specific heat of water

evaporation relative to the precession forcing is uncertain (see subsection 3.3.4) and
is therefore varied between runs, the phase of the river discharge is kept at 0 degrees.

The fluvial discharge in box 2 (R2) is interpreted as the Nile outflow and other
runoff from Africa. Prior to the construction of the Aswan High Dam in 1964, average
Nile discharge was 2.7·103 m3/s (Rohling et al., 2015). Present day runoff from Africa
is approximately 1.4·103 m3/s (Struglia et al., 2004). A recent modelling study (Amies
et al., 2019) suggests that peak runoff from Africa may have been up to 8.8 times larger
than present during sapropel S5. Note that their study does not consider changes
in outflow from Europe. Fluvial discharge in to the high latitude marginal basins of
the Mediterranean Sea (R1 in the model) is presently approximately 6.7 · 103 m3/s
(Struglia et al., 2004) . Increased runoff from Europe into the eastern Mediterranean
has been proposed as a possible source for extra fresh water during precession minima
(Rossignol-Strick, 1985; Rohling et al., 2002; Scrivner et al., 2004) The current net
evaporation (E-P) is approximately 0.9m/yr (Romanou et al., 2010). During sapropel
times, net evaporation is hypothesized to have decreased (Rohling, 1994), although
this has not been quantified. We therefore test a broad range of net evaporation,
from 0.2 to 2 m/yr to accommodate for these uncertainties.
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3.2.3 Model equations and parameters

Here we first discuss the flux equations resulting from the model set-up and assump-
tions described above, followed by the equations used to integrate all flux-equations
into a fully functioning model. All parameters are given in Table 3.1. We use a
matrix vector representation to calculate the temperatures, salinities, densities, oxy-
gen concentration of the next time step. The (water and heat) flux magnitudes and
mixing intensities define the elements of the matrices used for these calculations.
This same matrix-vector representation could be used for an arbitrary configuration
(and number) of boxes, to represent different oceanographic settings. Observational
and modelling studies (Herrmann et al., 2008; Schroeder et al., 2012) have shown that
during colder winters, more deep water is formed. Hence, it makes sense that the mag-
nitude of the vertical, downward fluxes (D1 and D2, see Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3) depends on
oceanographic (and thereby indirectly also atmospheric) conditions. The most simple
way of implementing this behaviour on a yearly resolution, is to assume a linear re-
lationship between the density difference and flux magnitude (similar to Matthiesen
and Haines, 2003). When the density of the overlying water mass is smaller than that
of the deep water, the water column is stratified and no vertical flux exists. To clip
negative components of a flux to 0, we use the form Fj,i = max(0, a), where a is the
flux in question. We therefore define the following mathematical operator:

max(a, b) =

{
a for b ≤ a
b for b > a

(3.1)

The proportionality of DWF to surface to deep water density difference is determined
by an efficiency constant, c13 and c23 for D1 and D2 respectively. The magnitude
of these constants is chosen in such a way that a realistic deep water flux occurs at
a present-day density difference. In the current circulation deep convection in the
Levantine basin (represented by D2) does not occur every year (Gertman et al, 1994;
Pinardi et al., 2015), making it difficult to determine c23 empirically. By assuming
that the DWF process in box 2 is the same as in box 1 (i.e. linearly dependent on the
vertical density difference), c23 can be taken as 4 times larger than c13, proportional
to the difference in surface area of boxes 1 and 2. We therefore define the DWF fluxes
in Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3, where ρ1, ρ2 and ρ3 are the densities of boxes 1 to 3 respectively.

D1 = max(0, c13 · (ρ1 − ρ3)) (3.2)

D2 = max(0, c23 · (ρ2 − ρ3)) (3.3)

At the Strait of Gibraltar, the exchange has two components from which the in-
and outflow is calculated (see equations below): a density driven flux Qo (Eq. 3.4) and
a compensating flux Qi (Eq. 3.5). The magnitude of Qo has a square-root relation to
the horizontal density difference at the strait (where ρ0 is the density of the Atlantic
ocean), in accordance with Bryden and Kinder (1991) . Theoretically, this flux should
be able to change direction, when the density difference changes sign. We therefore
multiply the square-root of the absolute value of the density difference with the sign
of the density difference. Note that the direction of the fluxes (i.e. whether it goes
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in or out of the Mediterranean Sea) is determined in Eqs. 3.11 and 3.10. The strait
efficiency c20 (the coefficient of proportionality between volume transport and density
difference) is again calibrated on present-day conditions (Schroeder et al., 2012; Jordà
et al., 2017; Hayes et al., 2019). The compensating flux Qi can then be calculated
as the difference of Qo and the total freshwater budget of the Mediterranean Sea, to
allow for conservation of volume.

Qo =

{
−c20 ·

√
|ρ2 − ρ0| for ρ2 ≤ ρ0

c20 ·
√

|ρ2 − ρ0| for ρ2 > ρ0
(3.4)

Qi = Qo −R1 −R2 + e1 + e2 (3.5)

The equations above describe all fluxes driven by gradients. By combining these
fluxes with the surface forcing, we can derive the other fluxes by assuming constant
box volume. The next set of equations (Eq. 3.6-3.16) define elements of a matrix F,
representing all water fluxes.

F1,A1 = e1 (3.6)

F2,A2 = e2 (3.7)

FR1,1 = R1 (3.8)

FR2,2 = R2 (3.9)

F2,0 = max(0,−Qi) +max(0, Qo) (3.10)

F0,2 = max(0, Qi) +max(0,−Qo) (3.11)

F2,1 = max(0, F13 − FR11 + F1A1) (3.12)

F1,2 = max(0,−F13 + FR11 − F1A1) (3.13)

F1,3 = D1 (3.14)

F2,3 = D2 (3.15)

F3,2 = D1 +D2 (3.16)

Mixing has a major impact on oceanic circulation, and must therefore be included
in the model. Unlike the water fluxes described above, mixing does not cause a
net water transport between boxes, but rather an exchange of properties (salt, heat
and oxygen). In the model, we distinguish between horizontal and vertical mixing.
Horizontal mixing, between boxes 1 and 2, depends on a fixed length scale over which
mixing occurs and diffusivity (see Eq. 3.17). Vertical mixing (see Eq. 3.18 and
3.19) depends on the density difference between the boxes in question, where a larger
density gradient causes more mixing. d1, d2 and d3 in Eq 3.18 and 3.19 are the
depths of boxes 1, 2 and 3 respectively and A1 and A2 the surface areas of boxes 1
and 2. Thereby the diffusivity of vertical mixing effectively depends on the density
difference. When the water column is stratified, mixing does not stop completely,
but rather decreases to a background level, representing the internal waves and other
disturbances. In the model this is included by clipping the vertical mixing to a fixed
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level (kbg) when the density gradient becomes very small or negative. Equations
3.17-3.19 define elements of a matrix M.

m1,2 = k12 · L (3.17)

m1,3 = max(kbg, (ρ1 − ρ3) · kstr + kbg) ·
2 · A1

d1 + d3
(3.18)

m2,3 = max(kbg, (ρ2 − ρ3) · kstr + kbg) ·
2 · A2

d2 + d3
(3.19)

In our model, heat exchange with the atmophere is represented by a relaxation
to a prescribed air temperature (e.g. Ashkenazy et al., 2012). In a previous version
of the model we used a constant flux (of 5 W/m2), in general similar results are
obtained. However, when the fresh water budget of the margins approaches zero
and the circulation (almost) stops, the results are not realistic. In this situation
the margins become almost completely isolated from the rest of the basin, causing
a massive temperature drop that does not stop until the circulation starts again.
In reality this temperature drop would be limited by the atmospheric temperature,
something the relaxation representation does capture.

We thus multiply the temperature difference between the atmosphere and the
water by a relaxation parameter cA in W/(m2 · K). The value of this parameter is
chosen such that at present day temperatures, a heat loss to the atmosphere of approx-
imately 5 W/m2 occurs, in accordance with Song and Yu (2017) and Schroeder et al.
(2012). In the matrix-vector representation the two relaxation boundary conditions
correspond, upon the necessary conversion, to two elements of a matrix H.

H1,A1 =
cA · A1

cp · ρ1
(3.20)

H2,A2 =
cA · A2

cp · ρ2
(3.21)

Oxygen is supplied to the deep water from the surface by fluxes D1 and D2 (equa-
tions 3.2 and 3.3) as well as through mixing with boxes 1 and 2 (m1,3 and m2,3,
equations 3.18 and 3.19). The oxygen concentration in boxes 1 and 2 is assumed to
in equilibrium with the atmosphere and therefore constant. For the deep water, oxy-
gen consumption depends on the oxygen concentration of the deep water and river
outflow. River outflow increases oxygen consumption, while lower oxygen concen-
trations decrease oxygen consumption. When the deep water is completely anoxic,
oxygen consumption stops as well. Other processes affecting sapropel formation, such
as nutrient dynamics and increased productivity due to the development of a deep
chlorophyll maximum (Rohling et al., 2015; Lange et al., 2008; Kemp et al., 1999;
Rohling and Gieskes, 1989; Slomp et al., 2002; Van Santvoort et al., 1996, 1997) are
not explicitly included in the model, but are to some extent parametrized by the
dependence of oxygen consumption on the total river outflow (see equation 3.22).
The total river outflow (Rtot) is defined as R1 + R2. Oxygen consumption increases
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linearly with river outflow as can be gleaned from Eq. 3.22 in combination with Table
3.1. OcR is the coefficient that, upon multiplication with the river discharge, gives
the contribution to the amount of oxygen consumption related to river discharge.
The constant OcO scales oxygen use with the oxygen concentration. Primarily, these
oxygen consumption parameters are chosen to give present day deep water oxygen
concentrations (close to the values found in Powley et al., 2016) under present day
conditions of forcing. Furthermore, we assume that anoxic conditions can be reached
in a few hundred years after stopping the circulation, in accordance with Bianchi et al.
(2006). These two conditions constrain the two oxygen consumption parameters to
their chosen values.

Oconsumption = max(0, (OcO +Rtot ·OcR) ·O/dt) (3.22)

The model parameters (excluding surface forcing) used in all runs are given in
Table 3.1. Initial temperatures are set to 16 °C and salinities to 37 for all dynamic
boxes. They have no effect on the outcome of the model runs after spin-up. With
the strait efficiency used in this paper, the model has a typical equilibrium time of
less then 1000 years, while a spin-up of 20 kyr is removed from the output. The
temperature in boxes 1 and 2 relaxes to both the Atlantic temperature and the air
temperatures, T0, TA1, TA2 respectively. T0, TA1, TA2 therefore effectively set the
temperature range of the dynamic boxes. The winter air temperatures are within the
range given by the Naval Oceanography Command (1987): 10°C in the northwest to
15−16°C in the southeast. The river inflow also affects temperature, but has a much
smaller impact due to the relatively small amount of water (2 orders of magnitude
smaller than the Atlantic exchange). The air temperatures are chosen as winter
values, since average air temperatures do not result in a realistic atmospheric heat
loss and DWF. The temperature of the river water does not have a large influence on
the model outcome.

The volumes of the boxes are calculated from the depth and surface area for all
dynamic boxes, where V⃗ , A⃗ and d⃗ are all vectors with three elements:

V⃗ = A⃗ · d⃗ (3.23)

Except for the lack of a flux from box 3 to box 1, water can flow between all boxes
in both directions. In the model, three types of fluxes exist: predefined fluxes, den-
sity driven fluxes and balancing fluxes. The predefined fluxes are used to force the
model: evaporation and river discharge. The density driven fluxes are the DWF (uni-
directional) and, depending on the sign of the density difference, Atlantic inflow or
Mediterranean outflow. All other fluxes are of such magnitude that volume is pre-
served. During each time step in the model, the salinity, temperature and density for
the next time step are calculated from the fluxes and mixing. In the model script,
these equations are only defined for dynamic boxes, increasing the model efficiency
significantly. Below the equations are given in matrix form. The volumes of static
boxes are infinite, as their temperature and salinity do not change, regardless of in-
and outgoing fluxes. Note that the atmosphere boxes are the last two boxes in matrix
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F (boxes n and n − 1). The matrix G describes the water fluxes for the calculation

of the new temperature, where I is the identity matrix and l⃗ the unit vector.

G = F+ I ·
∑
j

Fij · l⃗i (3.24)

The matrix P describes the water fluxes for the calculation of the new salinity, where
J is a matrix of ones. The only difference with G being that evaporation is excluded
(since evaporated water does not contain salt).

P = F+ I · (Jn,1 − (⃗ln + l⃗n−1)) ·
∑
j

Fij · l⃗i (3.25)

The matrix N describes the mixing fluxes for the calculation of both the new tem-
perature and salinity.

N = M+ I ·
∑
j

Mij · l⃗i (3.26)

W⃗ is a vector so that Wi =
1
Vi
. Similar to F, the heat fluxes (equations 3.20 and 3.21)

are placed in H, which is of the same size as F and where all undefined elements are
zero. We use a time step, dt, of 1 year, unless noted otherwise. Then the change in
temperature for each time step equals:

T⃗ (t+ 1) = T⃗ (t) + (G+N+H) · T⃗ (t) · W⃗ · dt (3.27)

and for salinity:
S⃗(t+ 1) = S⃗(t) + (P+N) · S⃗(t) · W⃗ · dt (3.28)

The density for the next time step is calculated from the temperature and salinity
using the EOS80 formula (on Oceanographic Tables, 1986). Note that vectors V⃗ , S⃗, T⃗
and ρ⃗ include both static and dynamic boxes. The deep water oxygen concentration
of the next time step is similarly:

O⃗(t+ 1) = max(0, O⃗(t) + (P+N− O⃗consumption) · O⃗(t) · W⃗ ) · dt (3.29)

Note that the oxygen concentration is only calculated for the deep water (making O⃗

and O⃗consumption effectively scalars) and that the surface water boxes have a constant
oxygen concentration. The equations are integrated numerically by the forward Euler
method taking appropriately small time steps. The figures shown below are built up
of the output at every time step.

3.2.4 Statistical analysis

One of the results of the model is that slight variations of forcing parameters can
cause significantly different sapropel duration and timing. We therefore introduce
a statistical test to determine the magnitude thereof, given the uncertainty of each
of the forcing variables. With eleven forcing parameters (the phase of evaporation
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and minima and maxima of R1, R2, TA1, TA2 and evaporation) it is not feasible to
calculate all permutations at a meaningful resolution. We therefore randomly pick
and run 200 permutations (fewer permutations would produce unreliable results),
given the uncertainty of each parameter , and calculate the 1σ and minimum and
maximum values of the resulting oxygen concentrations per time step (see Fig. 3.9
for an example). During testing, we can thereby visualize much more of the parameter
space than when doing individual runs.

3.3 Analysis and results

3.3.1 Reference experiment

In the reference experiment the sine functions for the forcing are calibrated such that
the precession maximum corresponds to present-day values—given that the orbital
configuration is close to a precession maximum today. The curves are shown in Fig.
3.3A. All runs use a spin up of a full precession cycle, which is excluded from the
figures and analyses; model run time T (horizontal axes) is set to 0 at the end of
the spin up. All figures show an entire precession cycle, with the precession maxima
falling at T=0 and T=20 kyr. The precession minimum sits at T=10 kyr. Nile
outflow (R2) increases from 5 · 103 to 3 · 104 m3/s, while river outflow from Europe
only increases from 5 · 103 to 1.2 · 104 m3/s and evaporation decreases from 0.9 to
0.75 m/yr. While quantitative reconstructions of fluvial discharge and evaporation
during sapropel formation are not available, these minimum and maximum values are
in agreement with Marzocchi et al. (2015). Table 3.2 shows the ranges of the forcing
parameters for all presented runs. As explained in the Introduction we choose these
particular runs because they illustrate well the sensitivity of the model to the various
controlling factors.

Table 3.2 The minima and maxima of the sine waves used as forcing parameters for the
presented runs.

Run name R1 R2 e TA1 TA2

m3/s m3/s m/yr degC degC

Reference 5 · 103 − 1.2 · 104 3 · 103 − 3 · 104 0.75− 0.9 10− 10 12− 12
Temperature var. 5 · 103 − 1.2 · 104 3 · 103 − 3 · 104 0.75− 0.9 10− 13 12− 15
fwb1 5 · 103 − 1.4 · 104 3 · 103 − 3 · 104 0.75− 0.9 10− 13 12− 15
fwbtot 5 · 103 − 1.4 · 104 3 · 103 − 8 · 104 0.74− 0.9 10− 13 12− 15
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From Time=0 towards the precession minimum, the river outflow increases and, as
a result, salinities decrease, as shown in Fig. 3.3B. After the precession minimum river
outflow decreases again and salinities increase. The differences in salinity between
the boxes decreases towards the precession minimum, and increases again after the
precession minimum. The amplitude of the salinity variability is much smaller in the
open Mediterranean box (Box 2), as it is connected to the Atlantic (Box 0), which
has a constant salinity in this run. Deep water salinity (Box 3) lags the salinity of
the upper boxes (this will be interpreted after describing the other graphs). As a
result of this behaviour, the salinity of the marginal box (Box 1) briefly drops below
the deep water salinity just prior to the precession minimum. The temperatures,
shown in Fig. 3.3C, do not change drastically, except for a decrease in temperature
at the margins in the interval surrounding the precession minimum (we will come
back to this below). As temperature does not change much, density variability (Fig.
3.3D) is largely determined by changes in salinity. The dip in marginal temperature
has an opposite effect on density compared to the salinity fluctuation, consequently
the decrease in surface to deep density gradient is relatively small, and the marginal
density does not drop below the deep water density.

Nevertheless, the decrease in the vertical density difference causes a decrease in
DWF (D1 Fig. 3.3E, also see equation 3.2). DWF in the open Mediterranean box
(D2) does not occur in this run, since the density in the upper open Mediterranean
box never exceeds the density of the deep water box. The cause of the previously
mentioned dip in marginal temperature, lies in the reduction of DWF which in turn
decreases the inflow of water from the open Mediterranean to the margins (equation
3.12). The decrease in supply of relatively warm water to the margins causes the wa-
ter temperature of the margins to approach the much lower atmospheric temperature.
The outflow to the Atlantic (Qo, in Fig. 3.3D) depends on the density difference be-
tween the open Mediterranean and the Atlantic. Since the properties of the Atlantic
water are kept constant in all presented model runs, the outflow only depends on the
density of the open Mediterranean box. As expected then, the decrease in density of
the open Mediterranean water in the interval surrounding the precession minimum
causes a slight decrease in outflow to the Atlantic. The deep water oxygen concen-
tration (Fig. 3.3D) depends on (i) oxygen consumption, and (ii) DWF and vertical
mixing. The deep water oxygen concentration largely follows the same trend as DWF.
From roughly 9-20 kyrs the deep water oxygen has a phase lead relative to DWF.
Note that DWF does not have to stop completely to cause a decrease in the oxygen
concentration; when the oxygen consumption combined with the out-flowing oxygen
exceeds the supply of new oxygen, the deep water oxygen concentration decreases.

As we have seen in the description of Fig. 3.3D, the salinity decrease occurs in both
the margins (where the deep water forms in this run) and the open Mediterranean
(where the water that flows to the margins originates from). The deep water salinity
depends on DWF and mixing with the overlying boxes. Consequently, the deep water
salinity always lags the salinity of the upper boxes. The amount of lag between the
deep and the surface boxes depends on the water and property exchange with the deep
box and is therefore not constant throughout the run. At the precession minimum, the
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Figure 3.3 The forcing and results of the reference run. (A) The model forcing, with the
river outflow on the left axis and the E-P, E-P-R and fresh water budget of box 1 on the
right axis. (B)-(D) For each box respectively the salinity, temperatures, and densities. (E)
The relevant fluxes (left axis) and the deep water oxygen concentration (right axis)
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lag is in the order 200 years. As the increase in river outflow towards the precession
minimum reduces DWF and mixing, the lag between deep and surface/intermediate
water salinity also increases (too subtle to see in the graphs). As a result, there
is a brief period, starting 1800 years before the precession minimum and ending
440 years after the precession minimum for the margins and 580 years for the open
Mediterranean, where deep water salinity is higher than surface/intermediate water
salinity. Because the changes in density largely depend on salinity in this run, and
the dip in marginal temperature also slightly leads the precession minimum, it follows
that the midpoint of this time interval of minimal DWF falls prior to the precession
minimum. The DWF does not stop completely in this run (see Fig. 3.3E), because
the relatively warm open Mediterranean surface/intermediate water keeps the deep
water warmer (through mixing) than the marginal water, see 3.3. This reference run
highlights why the sapropel state is inherently transient: the DWF is only slowed
down when the density of the upper boxes is decreasing, and increases again when
the density starts to return to precession maximum conditions. Since density cannot
decrease indefinitely, a state with minimum circulation cannot be maintained.

The deep water flux at the precession maximum (3 · 105m3/s) is somewhat lower
than found in observational data (1.6 · 106 m3/s, Pinardi et al., 2015), although
comparable to the DWF of one of the Eastern sub-basins (Pinardi et al., 2015). Deep
water oxygen at the precession maximum matches with observational data (155 µM
in the model versus between 151 to 205 µM observed in the Western Mediterranean
Sea and 160 to 219 µM Eastern Mediterranean Sea, Powley et al., 2016). Other
conditions, such as temperature and salinity match closely to present day winter
conditions (as reported in Hayes et al., 2019). DWF only occurs at the margins
(box 1) in this run, the other deep water flux is only plotted for easy comparison
to other runs (in which it does occur). None of the fluxes change direction in this
run, resulting in relatively simple, although not entirely linear, behaviour: the phase
relation between the salinities of the boxes is not constant and the temperature of
the marginal box, as well as the deep water oxygen curve are clearly not sinusoidal.
We consider the period with minimal deep water oxygen concentration, 60µM , to
be the model equivalent of sapropel conditions. Although we only find a very short
sapropel (from 8.8 − 10.3kyr) this run demonstrates that the model (i) is capable
of approximating the present-day water properties and circulation when forced by
present atmospheric conditions, and (ii) captures the reduction in DWF expected
upon a change to wetter conditions.

3.3.2 Addition of atmospheric temperature variability

As described in the introduction, temperature variation due to precession likely also
affected buoyancy loss. In order to examine this aspect, we run the model with
a 3 °C temperature increase at the precession minimum relative to the precession
maximum. For atmospheric box A1 the temperature increases from 12 to 15 °C, and
for box A1 the temperature increases from 10 to 13 °C. Both air temperature curves
are described by sine waves, as shown in Fig. 3.4C. We decide to maintain a constant
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temperature difference between the two atmospheric boxes as there is insufficient
evidence for other options. All other parameters are set as described in the reference
run.

Figure 3.4 The forcing and results of the temperature-variability run. Layout of the panels
is the same as in Fig. 3.3.
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The overall behaviour of the model is similar to that in the reference run, except
that the temperatures of all boxes are now higher during the interval surrounding the
precession minimum (Fig. 3.4C). We still observe a minor decrease in marginal water
temperatures at the precession minimum (cf. Fig. 3.3C), albeit much smaller than in
the reference run, since it is now imposed on top of the trend caused by the changing
atmospheric temperature. The net effect of a homogeneous basin wide temperature
increase during the precession minimum is a further decrease in DWF during this
time interval. We find a sapropel from t=8084 years to 10970 years, which therefore
lasts 2013 years and the midpoint leads the precession minimum by 473 years (see
Fig. 3.4E).

When testing the parameter space, we find that changes in marginal and open
Mediterranean air temperature have an opposite effect on DWF: when the air over
the margins becomes warmer, heat exchange with the marginal water directly in-
creases the buoyancy of the water involved in DWF, slowing the circulation down.
An increase in open Mediterranean air temperature, in contrast, primarily affects the
open Mediterranean surface/intermediate water, which mixes with the deep water
over a large area. The resulting rise in temperature of the deep water lowers its
density, and thereby increases the marginal to deep water density gradient. Since
this gradient controls DWF formation at the margin, an increase in open Mediter-
ranean air temperature ultimately causes an increase in DWF. Since part of the open
Mediterranean surface/intermediate water flows to, and mixes with, the marginal wa-
ter, the effect of the open Mediterranean air temperature increase on the margin-deep
water density gradient is relatively small. This run shows that an atmospheric tem-
perature increase during the precession minimum significantly affects the duration
of sapropel conditions in the model. Since both observational and modelling studies
find this temperature variability (Marzocchi et al., 2015; Herbert et al., 2015), it will
be included in all following model runs.

3.3.3 Nonlinear behaviour

Next, we explore the effect of a transition to and from a time interval with a positive
freshwater budget. Whether or not the freshwater budget of the Mediterranean Sea
becomes positive during sapropel formation has been widely debated (Rohling, 1994,
and references therein). Although our model cannot directly prove whether or not
this has happened, it does allow us to study what the implications for the water
properties and circulation would be, which should help in recognising the expression
of a budget switch in the geological record. First we consider a scenario where only
the freshwater budget of the margins becomes positive, in a subsequent run we force
the model in such a way that the freshwater budget of the entire basin changes sign.

To have the freshwater budget of the margins become positive, the maximum of
R1 is increased from 1.2 · 103 m3/s to 1.4 · 104 m3/s (Fig. 3.5A), all other parameters
are kept the same as in the temperature variability run (Fig. 3.4), as shown in table
3.2 in the row of ”fwb1 run”.
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Figure 3.5 The forcing and results of the run where the freshwater budget of the margins
becomes positive for a brief period. Layout of the panels is the same as in Fig. 3.3.

At a similar timing as the dip in temperature observed in the reference run, we
now see a very large decrease in salinity at the margins from 9 to 13 kyr (see Fig.
3.5B). During this interval we observe that temperatures at the margins approach
the temperature of the overlying atmospheric box, while deep water temperatures
approach those found in the open Mediterranean (see Fig. 3.5C). All are an expression
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of the disappearance of DWF at the margin (see Fig. 3.5E; elaborated below) which
effectively stops the exchange of the margins with the rest of the basin. Conditions
at the margins are mainly determined by the river input (causing low salinity) and
atmospheric temperature. The properties of the deep water are now only determined
by mixing with the open Mediterranean surface/intermediate box, and DWF in the
same box, explaining the similar temperatures. When the salinity at the margins
reaches present day values again at 13 kyr, we observe a sudden subtle increase in
deep water salinity, due to the abrupt increase in DWF at the margin at this moment
(see Fig. 3.5D). Because the change in salinity is much larger than the change in
temperature, the densities of each of the boxes (Fig. 3.5D) behave similarly to the
observed salinities seen in Fig. 3.5B.

DWF at the margins is found to gradually decrease towards the precession min-
imum, then completely stop at around 8 kyr, and abruptly increase to normal cir-
culation again at around 13 kyr. DWF in the open Mediterranean starts close to
the precession minimum and ends abruptly when DWF at the margins starts again.
Deep water oxygen largely correlates with the total DWF, although it reaches a min-
imum before DWF stops completely and begins to increase only shortly after DWF
in the open Mediterranean starts. Similar to previous runs, outflow to the Atlantic
(Fig. 3.5E) is slightly lower during the precession minimum, because (i) the density
difference between the Atlantic and open Mediterranean surface/intermediate box is
smaller, and (ii) the freshwater budget is closer to zero. We thus find that when the
freshwater budget in the marginal box temporarily becomes positive, DWF occurs
in the open Mediterranean at the end of the low deep water oxygen interval (condi-
tions associated with sapropel deposition), thereby terminating this interval early (as
shown in Fig. 3.5). Deep water mixing with the much less dense water at the margins
decreases the density of the deep water, thereby causing DWF in the open Mediter-
ranean box. The result of this is a phase lead of the sapropel midpoint (as a result
of the earlier termination), instead of a phase lag commonly reported in literature
(Grant et al., 2016).

In the next run we force the model in such a way that the freshwater budget of the
entire basin becomes positive during the interval straddling the precession minimum.
The maximum of R2 is set to 8 ·104 m3/s and the minimum evaporation to 0.74 m/yr
(Fig. 3.6A), all other parameters are kept the same as in the temperature variability
run. In the interval from approximately 9 to 13 kyr, the freshwater budget of the
entire basin reverses. The changed forcing parameters are shown in table 3.2 in the
row of ”fwbtot run”.
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Figure 3.6 The forcing and results of the run where the freshwater budget of the whole
basin becomes positive for a brief period. Layout of the panels is the same as in Fig. 3.3.

Salinities (Fig. 3.6B) decrease in response to the decrease in net evaporation.
When the freshwater budget reverses, the exchange with the Atlantic decreases, caus-
ing less relatively saline water to flow into the upper boxes. Consequently, the salinity
of the upper boxes further decreases. The deep water salinity only begins to decrease
more when DWF at the margin starts again. When the freshwater budget becomes
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negative again, the salinities abruptly increase and then follow the freshwater bud-
get more or less linearly. The main features of the temperature curves (Fig. 3.6C)
are caused by the same events that are described above for the salinity variability,
although temperature is also affected by heat loss to the atmosphere. Consequently,
the same main features can be identified, with the difference that 1) the tempera-
ture of the upper boxes follows the air temperature curves, and 2) the amplitude is
smaller, because the heat exchange with the atmosphere acts as negative feedback.
The changes in densities are predominantly determined by salinity, as the changes in
temperature are relatively small in this run.

Reversing the freshwater budget also causes the density difference between the
Atlantic and open Mediterranean surface/intermediate box to change sign. Conse-
quently, the density driven flow goes from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean, instead
of the other way around. In Fig. 3.6E this is represented by the flux becoming
negative. Note that this shift occurs almost instantaneously. In this run we find a
very sharp termination of the sapropel, followed by a brief period with lower oxygen
concentration (as shown in Fig. 3.6). This is caused by a peak in DWF in both the
margin and open Mediterranean when the freshwater budget changes sign. Just prior
to the reversal of the freshwater budget, the density of the open Mediterranean sur-
face/intermediate water is much lower than that of the Atlantic water. The reversal
of the freshwater budget then causes a rapid increase in surface/intermediate water
throughout the basin, resulting in the peak in DWF. The irregularities observed in all
runs (such as the occurrence of multiple local minima) where the freshwater budget
of (part of) the basin reverses all strongly depend on the model set-up.

3.3.4 Phase of evaporation

Recent modelling studies (Marzocchi, 2016) have shown that while evaporation and
river outflow are both forced by precession, they may have a different phase relation to
their forcing. Runoff and evaporation are the only transient forcings in the presented
model runs, therefore shifting runoff for example 2 kyrs forward in time gives the
exact same wave shape as shifting evaporation 2 kyrs backwards in time. The only
difference would be that the waveform would be shifted by 4 kyrs. Since we are
primarily interested in the transient response rather than the absolute timing, we
only investigate the effect of the phase of evaporation. To assess the effect of the
phase of evaporation on sapropel formation, we calculate the sapropel midpoint and
duration for a set of runs, with varying evaporation phase (all other parameters
remaining unaltered between runs). Apart from the phase of the evaporation forcing,
the model is forced exactly the same as in the atmospheric temperature variability
experiment (as described in subsection 3.3.2).
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Figure 3.7 Sapropel duration (right axis) and timing of the midpoint relative to the pre-
cession minimum (on the left axis) as a function of the phase of evaporation. Apart from
the phase of evaporation, the model forcing is the same as the run in subsection 3.3.2

As shown in Fig. 3.7, we find a maximum in sapropel duration when evaporation is
almost in phase with precession. This is to be expected, as minimum evaporation then
coincides with maximum river outflow. Similarly, a minimum in sapropel duration is
found when evaporation is almost exactly in anti-phase with precession. In between
these peaks the sapropel duration as a function of the phase of evaporation is described
by a cosine. The sapropel midpoint is found to vary significantly (up to thousands
of years with a large amplitude of evaporation variability) when varying the phase
of the evaporation forcing. The shift in sapropel midpoint relative to the precession
minimum is at a maximum when evaporation lags or leads approximately 5 kyr. This
makes sense, as the minimum in midpoint shift occurs when evaporation is either in
phase with precession, or in anti-phase (i.e. a shift of 0 or 10 kyr), the 5 kyr lead/lag
falls right in between these points. The timing of the midpoint as a function of the
phase of evaporation in between these extremes is described by a nearly perfect sine
wave. Note that the peaks are not exactly at -5 and and 5 kyr, but slightly shifted,
this is likely a result of the equilibrium time of the system.

This experiment, combined with the systematic testing of the parameter space,
highlights that although the exact timing and duration depend on the exact forcing,
the minimum in deep water oxygen concentration always occurs close to the preces-
sion minimum and the model response is always quasi-linear, as long as fresh water
budgets are not reversed. We also find that the magnitude of the effect of the phase
of evaporation on sapropel timing and duration depends on the amplitude of the
evaporation variability (not shown). This makes sense, as the changes in circulation
largely respond to freshwater budgets (the only difference between river inflow and
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evaporation being their respective temperatures) and the amplitude of evaporation
variability scales linearly with its impact on the variability of the freshwater budgets.

Figure 3.8 Sapropel duration (right axis) and timing of the midpoint relative to the pre-
cession minimum (on the left axis) as a function of the phase of evaporation. Apart from
the phase of evaporation, the model forcing is the same as the first run in subsection 3.3.3

When systematically varying the components of the water budget within the limits
mentioned in model setup, we find that in the regimes where the freshwater budget
of (part of) the basin changes sign, sapropels are cut short considerably. When
performing the same analyses described above, but now using the forcing of the first
run in subsection 3.3.3, we find that this causes the midpoint of the sapropel to occur
prior to the precession minimum (Fig. 3.8). Note that runs with multiple sapropel
intervals cannot be described as having a single midpoint or duration.

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Model convergence

The time step of one year naturally results from the concept that deep water forms
during winter storms, making it the highest resolution possible as long as seasonal
variability is not included. From a purely mathematical perspective, however, the
time resolution should not affect the outcome significantly, as long as a sufficiently
small time step is used to prevent aliasing. We tested this by varying the temporal
resolution given a certain forcing. We find no significantly different results with a
time step below 10 years. With a time step larger than 10 years aliasing occurs. We
conclude that a time step of 1 year is sufficient for the analyses in this study.
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3.4.2 The role of assumptions and simplifications

All models require assumptions and simplifications to be made, as they are by design
a simplified version of (part of) a system. Simple box models, such as the model
presented in this paper, aim to identify the smallest subset of processes that can
describe a certain phenomenon. As such, this model represents a generic semi-enclosed
basin, given that no specific geometry is included. This implies that by altering the
parameter values and in some cases the strait exchange equations, the model can
easily be adapted to other semi-enclosed basins, such as the Black Sea.

In our model we parametrize intra-annual variability. Including seasonality would
require separate intermediate water boxes (increasing complexity), while for the oxy-
genation of deep water only the amount of DWF and mixing with the overlying water
mass is truly relevant. Furthermore, we would have to make assumptions regard-
ing the annual variability of the forcing parameters (river outflow and evaporation),
which are not well constrained for geological history. We therefore decided to pa-
rameterize the seasonal variability, by calculating a yearly averaged DWF flux based
on winter temperatures. This allows us to study the fundamental mechanisms of
sapropel formation. OGCMs would be more appropriate to study the role of seasonal
variation.

We do not include separate boxes for the Eastern and Western Mediterranean in
our model. The aim of a conceptual model is to capture the first order aspects of a
process with a minimal setup. The current setup does this. Incorporating separate
sub-basins would imply doubling the number of boxes and would also double the
number of forcing parameters and equations, all of which add uncertainty to the model
(quantitative reconstructions do not exist for most of these parameters). Moreover,
the complexity quickly increases, making it much harder to test and describe the
parameter space and identify key mechanisms. While this could be tested in a future
study, we find it important to first understand the behaviour of the a semi-enclosed
basin with a gateway before studying what is essentially a second order system. We
expect that the effect in the Eastern basin is similar to the difference between a first
order and second order filter: a larger shift of the midpoint (larger group delay), and
likely a higher sensitivity in the Eastern basin. Any resonances in the system are also
expected to become more prominent (since the resonant frequencies are now amplified
twice).

The model forcing used in this study is chosen to reflect either the variability
envisaged in the commonly accepted mechanism (as sketched in subsection 3.1.1),
or oceanographic and climatic variability deduced from modelling studies and the
geological record as accurately as possible. Other processes such as the North Atlantic
oscillation and solar activity are not taken into account, because they are not thought
to be of first order importance for sapropel formation, as described in Rossignol-
Strick (1985) and Rohling et al. (2015), for example. While these processes likely
influence sapropel formation, they are unlikely to be essential. Besides precession,
obliquity also affects sapropel formation, but it is not our aim to reconstruct the
exact conditions during specific time intervals. For an individual sapropel, adding an
obliquity component would effectively slightly modulate the frequency and amplitude
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of the forcing. Since the model is not very sensitive to the exact frequency of the
forcing, and we already extensively tested the parameter space in terms of amplitude,
a simple (20 kyr) sine wave suffices as forcing. Also note that since obliquity does not
have a harmonic relation with precession, the modulation would not have the same
effect on every sapropel. It likely affects the thickness of a sapropel for example, but
the effect may work both ways when comparing different sapropels.

The model output comprises an average value for deep water oxygen, as the deep
water is a single box. In reality, however, oxygen concentrations vary spatially. A
prime example of this is the absence of sapropels in most of the Western Mediter-
ranean Sea. This abstraction should be taken into consideration when interpreting
the model results. This model focusses on the transient response of water fluxes in
the Mediterranean Sea, the oxygen output is calculated to get a first order impression
of deep water ventilation. A biogeochemical model, similar to the one presented in
Slomp and Van Cappellen (2007), would have to be included to specifically study
bottom water oxygenation. We expect that the main difference with a biogeochemi-
cal model is that in our model river input directly affects oxygen consumption, while
the surface/intermediate boxes would act as a reservoir for nutrients (with their own
feedbacks) in the biogeochemical model, thereby delaying the response to changes in
river input. Note finally that in reality DWF occurs following two different mech-
anisms (open ocean convection and mixing of the water at margins during winter
storms, which then cascades to the deep basin, see subsection 3.1.1), as well as in
multiple sub-basins that each have their own conditions. The regime in Fig. 3.5 re-
lies on the freshwater budget of the margins changing sign. In reality there are many
different marginal water masses in the sub-basins, rather than one single ”margin”.
This makes it likely that the freshwater budget becoming positive in any one of these
sub-basins will have similar consequences for the circulation. Since the freshwater
budgets of these basins are independent, it would be possible to drastically alter the
circulation multiple times during a single precession cycle. Presently, the Adriatic
sea has a positive freshwater budget (Raicich, 1996), and the Aegean sea is known to
have had a positive fresh water budget in the past (Zervakis et al., 2004).

The simplicity of the model makes it especially suitable for describing transient,
nonlinear behaviour, allowing for the identification of crucial mechanisms. More
complex models, while providing other benefits, are generally too difficult to interpret
on this level, or do not allow for runs of sufficient length to study the transient
response over a full precession cycle. The presented model runs give an overview of
the behaviour of the model. When systematically testing the parameter space, we
find that this behaviour largely depends on general trends and reversal of fresh water
budgets, rather than specific forcing or parameter choices. This makes the results of
the study much more robust and meaningful.

Exchange with the Black Sea also affects circulation in the Mediterranean Sea
(Soulet et al., 2013, show increased runoff during HS1). For sapropels during which
there is exchange through the Bosphorus strait, the exchange is not constant through
time, and also depends on the inflow of Mediterranean water into the Black Sea.
Opening or closing of the strait prior to, or during, a sapropel may impact the circu-
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lation. When the sill becomes deep enough to allow for a two layer exchange, a large
amount of saline water would flow into the Black Sea (following the same principle
as at the Gibraltar Strait), thereby causing extra, relatively fresh, water to flow out
into the Mediterranean Sea. During some sapropels, the strait may have been closed.
Furthermore, there is very little data regarding the exchange opening and closing of
the Bosphorus Strait prior to the most recent opening (approximately 11 ka), per-
haps with the exception of the Pontian (which is beyond the scope of this paper).
Consequently, we do not include exchange with the Black Sea. For the cases where
there was a steady outflow of fresh water (or an exchange that can be parametrized
as such) this could indeed be seen as an extra fresh water source for the margins. We
have already tested this effect by varying the river outflow into the margins.

Melt water pulses likely affect sapropel formation, but we do not consider them to
be of first order importance. During many sapropels, melt water pulses did not occur.
In future applications of this model where a specific sapropel/interval is studied,
drivers such as melt water pulses should be included.

3.4.3 Describing nonlinear relationships and transient response

The occurrence of sapropels is often considered from a binary perspective: a sedi-
ment is either a sapropel, or it is not. The dominant forcing mechanism (astronomic
variability), however, can be easily described by a combination of a limited number
of sine-waves: the resonant frequencies of the planetary bodies in our solar system
(for example Laskar, 1988). For a single sapropel, only climatic precession—a nearly
a perfect sine—is considered to be of first order importance in controlling bottom
water oxygenation (Rossignol-Strick, 1985), with the rest of the orbital configuration
mostly modulating the effect of precession. If a model strives to capture the cur-
rent hypothesis of sapropel formation, starting from astronomic variability, it must
therefore transform a sine wave into something that is not a sine wave, requiring the
model to be nonlinear. Our model allows for such behaviour. Even when considering
intra-sapropel variability, thereby surpassing a binary approach, the sapropel record
is clearly not sinusoidal (see for example Grant et al., 2016; Dirksen et al., 2019).

One of the main research questions of this study is when sapropel formation occurs.
In a linear system, one would simply calculate the phase of the output with respect
to the input. However, as the output is no longer linearly related to the input,
this is not possible. A simple threshold analysis is not ideal either, as the cut-off
level can have major impact on both timing and duration, while a clear definition is
not readily available. Furthermore, even when the threshold is defined, this method
would not be usable for sapropelic marls, which are thought to be the result of the
same process, but do not share the same chemical composition. We partly avoid
this problem by not only considering the midpoint of the sapropel (when assuming a
certain oxygen threshold, see subsection 4.5), but also the full wave form (e.g. which
intervals could be sapropelic with a slightly different forcing). In the sedimentary
record this is generally not possible, since the non-sapropelic intervals do not record
all parameters and are often bioturbated. So while our approach cannot be applied
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to the sedimentary record, it does give insight into the factors that influence sapropel
timing. Even this definition of sapropel timing becomes problematic when one or
more interruptions occur, since in that case there is more than one midpoint.

We find that, when using realistic model forcing, stable sapropel conditions do not
occur. Even when using constant forcing, a permanent complete stop of DWF either
does not occur, or only under very specific conditions. Note that in the Black Sea per-
manent stratification does appear to occur, but here, the positive freshwater budget
allows some of the water flowing into the Black Sea at the Bosphorus Strait to sink to
the deep water (Bogdanova, 1963), keeping it relatively saline and dense. However,
our results indicate that sapropel conditions can occur transiently without a positive
freshwater budget, with realistic forcing. We therefore conclude that studying the
oceanographic state during sapropel conditions by modelling steady-state conditions
with a stratified water column results in a very limited understanding of sapropel
formation.

3.4.4 Comparison with geological data and other models

Comparing model results to geological data is most effective when an accurate age
model is available for the geological data.We will therefore only consider the 5 youngest
sapropels in this paper. The most recent sapropel (S1) is thought to have been trig-
gered by sea level rise, which in turn resulted in a connection between the Black Sea
and the Mediterranean Sea (Rohling et al., 2015). As both sea level variability and
exchange through the Bosphorus Strait are beyond the scope of this paper, sapropel
S1 is not suitable for comparison. We therefore focus on sapropels S3, S4, and S5 in
the rest of the section.

In the run with variable air temperature (Fig. 3.4), the modelled sapropel duration
and timing is within dating uncertainty with what has been found for sapropel S3 and
S4 in core LC21 (Grant et al., 2016). Note that the same study finds that sapropels
S1 and S5 lag precession by 2.1-3.3 kyr. This suggests that our model is capable
of capturing the most relevant mechanisms for S3 and S4, but that other features
not included in the model affected the timing of S1 and S5. For S5 there is evidence
suggesting that the Black Sea reconnected to the Mediterranean Sea within the dating
uncertainty of the onset of sapropel S5 (Grant et al., 2016, 2012; Wegwerth et al.,
2014)

It should be noted that while the model often shows a midpoint lag (relative to
the insolation minimum) of a few hundred years, uncertainties related to radiometric
dating methods are often larger. However, we find that midpoint lag becomes larger
with decreasing strait efficiency, implying that during times with low sea level or
otherwise restricted exchange, the lag might become very relevant. A prime example
of such a case would be the Messinian Salinity crisis and the surrounding intervals
(Topper and Meijer, 2015). Moreover, as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, alternative
regimes (where the freshwater budget of either part of the basin, or the entire basin
changes sign) can shift the midpoint of the sapropel considerably, as shown in Fig.
3.8. Unlike the relatively minor shifts in midpoint resulting from only changing the
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phase of evaporation, the resulting difference in sapropel timing is sufficiently large
to be detectable in the geological record.

Lange et al. (2008) find that the freshening of the surface waters starts earlier and
lasts longer than the suboxic bottom water conditions during S1. Our model also
shows this behaviour in all of the presented runs (most notably in figures 3.3, 3.4 and
3.6). This makes sense as the DWF does not stop completely when the surface water
starts to become less saline; it only reduces slowly. Furthermore, the oxygen has to
be depleted for suboxic condition to occur, this is limited by oxygen consumption,
and further slowed down by vertical mixing and DWF. How much longer the period
of reduced sea surface salinity lasts compared to the period of suboxic bottom water
likely depends on the exact location and water depth. The model is therefore mostly
useful to gain insight into the mechanisms, rather than in the exact timing.

The regime described in Fig. 3.6 can show a sudden termination of the sapropel,
which is similar to that seen in records of sapropel S5 (Dirksen et al., 2019). In the
model such a sudden termination can only be achieved by forming deep water in the
open Mediterranean, by reversing the freshwater budget of the entire Mediterranean.
The coupling between the margins and deep water is insufficient to cause such a
sudden termination. This suggests that during S5 the freshwater budget of part of
the basin, or the whole basin potentially reversed. Such a large change in freshwater
budget is in line with Bale et al. (2019), who found that surface salinities in three
different cores in the eastern Mediterranean were sufficiently low to support free-living
heterocystous cyanobacteria during sapropel S5. Moreover, oceanographic conditions
may differ significantly between different parts of the basin: the oxygen concentration
(and related variables) of a hypothetical core taken at the margin would be expected to
show a pattern more similar to the DWF in the marginal box, while a core in the open
Mediterranean may be more similar to the open Mediterranean surface/intermediate
water box.

Sapropel interruptions commonly occur in the stratigraphic record (for example
in S5 in core LC21, Rohling et al., 2006, 2015). With slightly different settings, the
sharp peak in deep water oxygen in Fig. 3.6E can be made to occur earlier and less
intense, resulting in an interrupted sapropel. The model therefore suggests that such
interruptions can occur without further external forcing. This hypothesis could be
tested in the stratigraphic record by looking for evidence of a reversed freshwater
budget of (part of) the basin during such interrupted sapropels, and constructing
high resolution intra-sapropel age models to assess the relative timing of the relevant
features compared to insolation.

Each sapropel in the geological record is different, this already becomes apparent
when considering the most recent 6: S1 has a different timing and is likely related to
sea level variability (Grant et al., 2016; Hennekam, 2015; Grimm et al., 2015). S2 is
not found at all. S4 has and interruptions in core LC21 (Grant et al., 2012), and the
high resolution records of for example trace metals show very different characteristics.
In the same core, the timing of the midpoint of S3 and S4 compared to insolation is
the same, while that of S1 and S5 are different. S5 is much longer than all of the
previous sapropels, does not have any burn down at at least one location (Dirksen
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et al., 2019), has an interruption in other locations (Rohling et al., 2006) and again
shows generally different characteristics in different cores (Dirksen et al., 2019; Grant
et al., 2016; Rohling et al., 2006). S6 again looks very different.
We conclude that both in the geological record and in the model, a typical sapropel
does not exist. The timing and mechanisms involved may differ considerably between
sapropels and locations, as highlighted by our model results. Moreover, we find that
an increase in freshwater budget alone is not sufficient to describe all key aspects of
sapropel formation. An increase in atmospheric temperatures during the precession
minimum (as observed in data and modelling studies, Marzocchi et al., 2015; Herbert
et al., 2015) directly affects buoyancy loss during the interval in which sapropels form.
This makes atmospheric temperature variability an integral feature of the system.
Without it unrealistic evaporation or river outflow is needed to result in sufficiently
long sapropels. Our model results support this hypothesis.

3.5 conclusions

The analysis presented in this paper illustrates that relatively simple models can give
new, fundamental insights into the physical processes driving sapropel formation. The
timing of sapropels relative to insolation has been widely studied in the sedimentary
record. On the basis of our novel long-duration experiments we find that the timing
of sapropels is very sensitive to the exact climatologic and oceanographic conditions.
The nonlinear response to insolation forcing implies that the sapropel record does
not have a linear phase relation with insolation. The strongly nonlinear regimes in
our model highlight that the mid-point of a sapropel (the average of the ages of the
top and bottom of the sapropel) can be shifted significantly with a minor change in
forcing, by cutting it short with a sudden termination, while during the rest of the
precession cycle the response can be very similar to the nearly linear regime presented
in the reference experiment. Our model results suggest that an increase in freshwater
input alone, as in the general hypothesis for sapropel formation, does not provide
a sufficient reduction in buoyancy loss to form sapropels as they are found in the
geological record. We propose that precession controlled atmospheric temperature
variability also plays a key role in the process of sapropel formation.
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3.6 Appendix A

Figure 3.9 An example of the sensitivity analyses. Here the maximum of R1 is varied
randomly by up to 5 · 103 m3/s above or below the general setting over 200 runs. The blue
line indicate the initial run, the solid black lines indicate the upper and lower 1σ of each
point in time, and the black dashed lines the minimum and maximum.
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4 Transient-model analysis of the
formation of organic rich deposits
in the Holocene Black Sea

4.1 Abstract

In the early Holocene the Bosphorus strait was shallow due to low eustatic sea level
after the last glacial maximum. The Black Sea was a brackish lake, with no inflow
from the Sea of Marmara and only outflow of excess freshwater. Upon full opening
of the Bosphorus, at 9 ka, bidirectional flow started and the bottom water in the
Black Sea initially remained oxygenated. Subsequently, the oxygen concentration
decreased until the basin reached a state with a stratified water column and anoxic
bottom water. Organic rich sediments have been associated with this stratified period.
When productivity decreased, organic carbon content decreased as well and the basin
reached its current state. This chapter aims to clarify the physical, chemical and
biological process that resulted in the evolution of the Black Sea from the early
Holocene up to the present.

A novel transient box model is presented, combining a dynamic representation
of water circulation with that of the limiting nutrient, phosphorus, to study the
mechanisms of bottom water oxygenation and the formation of organic rich sediments
in the Black Sea during the Holocene. We find that the model converges to a mixed
state prior to the opening. When the strait is opened, deep convection oxygenates
the bottom water and more nutrients are transported into the Black Sea through the
Bosphorus. This sudden increase in nutrients at the surface causes an increase in
productivity, which in turn causes an increase in oxygen consumption in the deep
water. Subsequently, the model converges to a stratified state, with anoxic bottom
water and relatively low productivity, i.e. the current situation in the Black Sea.
These findings are in accordance with the sedimentary records, which indicate oxic
bottom waters during the lake phase. The results highlight the interplay of hydro- and
nutrient dynamics as controlling factors of the development of anoxia in the Holocene
Black Sea.

The evolution of regional sea level is not well quantified. We therefore explore
two options: 1) a monotonic sea-level rise and 2) the same sea-level curve with a
harmonic oscillation superimposed. When forcing the model with a monotonic sea-

Picture left: Approaching Istanbul with the RV Pelagia at the end of cruise 64-PE406-E. The red
boat is the pilot. The Bosphorus connects the Mediterranean to the Black sea. This chapter is in
preparation for publication (Dirksen et al., to be published).
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level rise, option 1, we find a single period of bottom water oxygenation, while the
harmonic oscillations, option 2, cause several peaks in bottom water oxygenation.
A sea-level induced reduction in the strait efficiency (i.e. the magnitude of density
driven flow through the strait at a given density difference) is sufficient to cause
multiple intervals with oxic bottom water. Hence, it is not required to fully block the
inflow. We find that non-monotonic sea-level rise causes an earlier stratified phase,
i.e. convection stops before the nutrients have reached an equilibrium. This results
in higher nutrient concentrations at the surface at the start of the stratified phase,
which in turn causes an increase in primary production and thereby greater export
productivity and oxygen consumption in the deep water. A non-monotonic sea-level
rise is therefore more likely to cause the formation of organic rich sediments. However,
the results with a monotonic sea level increase have an overall best match with the
geological record.
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4.2 Introduction

The Black Sea, currently a saline water body with a relatively low salinity of 17, is
connected to the Sea of Marmara through the Bosphorus Strait, which also provides
a connection to the global ocean through the Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 4.1). With its
surface area of 423, 000 km2 it is a significant water body (Kubryakov et al., 2012).
Presently, the water column is highly stratified. Consequently, very little oxygen is
supplied to the bottom water, causing anoxia and euxinia. Oceanographically, the
Black Sea has changed significantly throughout its geological history. During the
early Holocene it was an isolated, brackish lake, due to low eustatic sea level after
the last glacial (Piper, 2016). Previous studies suggest that there was always an
outflow from the Black Sea, through the Bosphorus to the Mediterranean Sea. In
this sense, the Bosphorus was never fully closed. When we mention the “opening” of
the Bosphorus, we refer to the first moment at which two-way transport is established,
simultaneously allowing the inflow of the relative saline Mediterranean water and the
outflow of the Black Sea surface water. Similarly, a “closed” Bosphorus refers to the
situation where there is either only one-way strait transport, or no transport at all.
The transition from a brackish lake to a stratified sea is a direct result of the opening
of the Bosphorus strait, although the exact timing, dynamics and mechanisms are
still unclear (Mertens et al., 2012).

Figure 4.1 A bathymetric map showing the Black Sea, adjacent basins, straits and the
main rivers.
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The melting of the ice sheets caused the level of the Mediterranean Sea and the Sea
of Marmara to rise in concert with global sea level. Around 9 ka this led to connection
of the Sea of Marmara and the Black Sea. This resulted in a rapid saltwater inflow
from the Sea of Marmara (Soulet et al., 2010; Egger et al., 2016), altering the salinity
profile and stratification of the Black Sea (Ryan et al., 1997). According to Piper
(2016) and Lane-Serff et al. (1997), the period with one-way strait transport ended
when the sea level exceeded the critical height of 11 m above the sill. Some Holocene
sea-level reconstructions show a monotonic rise (e.g. those shown in Boudreau et al.,
2022), while other reconstructions show a more complex cyclic series of transgressions
and regressions (Kislov, 2018). We explore the consequences of both options.

After the opening of the Bosphorus Strait there was a period of increased vertical
mixing, enhancing primary production (PP). Prolonged inflow caused a stable strat-
ification to develop, followed by anoxia and euxinia throughout the water column,
due to a lack of ventilation and increased organic matter input by PP (Arthur and
Dean, 1998). The onset of the anoxic and euxinic conditions occurred approximately
7.8 ka, when an organic rich layer was deposited (Arthur and Dean, 1998; Wilkin
et al., 1997; Eckert et al., 2013) with a typical total organic carbon (TOC) of up to
15%, compared to 2−4% prior to the opening (Eckert et al., 2013). Next, diminished
primary productivity caused a decrease in the burial of organic carbon (Arthur and
Dean, 1998). The formation of this organic rich deposit at the onset of stratification,
shortly after the opening of the Bosphorus Strait (Eckert et al., 2013), suggests that
these two events were related. Today and likely in the past, the anoxic and euxinic
environment does not persist throughout the entire water column. The surface wa-
ters are in equilibrium with the atmosphere and are separated from the anoxic and
euxinic water by a suboxic chemocline. The suboxic chemocline has been at a depth
of approximately 150 m for the past 2.7 ka. The sediments formed after the organic
rich layer still have a relatively high TOC of approximately 5% (Eckert et al., 2013).

The nutrient dynamics of the Black Sea are strongly affected by stratification and
consequently by anoxia and euxinia. The strong stratification makes the phytoplank-
ton in the photic zone more dependent on nutrients provided by riverine inflows and
exchange with the Sea of Marmara (Friedrich et al., 2002; Slomp and Van Cappellen,
2007). The highest nutrient concentrations are found in coastal zones near shelves,
close to the rivers (Fig. 4.1). The gyre in the western part of the basin causes these
nutrient-rich waters to largely remain on the shelf (Friedrich et al., 2002). Hence,
most PP occurs in these coastal zones (Friedrich et al., 2002). Coastal anoxia, caused
by e.g. eutrophication, is exacerbated by global warming (Altieri and Gedan, 2015).
Coastal anoxic zones are detrimental to local ecosystems, and their expansion and
increase in intensity is a concern (Diaz and Rosenberg, 2008).

Rivers are the primary source of freshwater for the Black Sea. The Danube and
Dniepr flow into the large north-western shelf (Fig. 4.1) and account for 72 % of the
river discharge (Ludwig et al., 2009). Early Holocene glacial melt-water intrusions
likely caused a large change in the freshwater budget. The run-off from ice sheets
over the northern Anatolian mountains and the Fennoscandian ice sheet increased
the freshwater input in the Black Sea (Wegwerth et al., 2016). However, quantitative
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reconstructions of the effect of glacial melt on the river outflow into the Black Sea,
as well as quantitative reconstructions of net evaporation, are lacking.

4.2.1 Aim

This study presents a novel, transient, integrated hydrodynamic and nutrient box
model for the Black Sea, describing the transport of water and nutrients in the basin.
Key mechanisms that control the burial of organic matter and bottom water oxy-
genation are identified. Information about the presence and development of anoxia
in the past is important to make predictions about anoxia in the future. The great
advantage of a box model is that it gives a detailed description of transient behaviour
on geological time scales, with a CPU-time of seconds on a stand-alone computer.
The model allows us to study the transient behaviour of organic matter burial on
millennial time scales and beyond, while still retaining a high temporal resolution of
one year. A simplified sea-level curve is used, i.e. a monotonic increase, to highlight
the response of the basin to an opening event of the Black Sea. In addition, the
impact of a harmonic oscillation superimposed on the monotonically increasing sea
level is presented.

4.2.2 Previous modelling studies

In contrast to the Mediterranean Sea, the water and nutrient cycling of the Black
Sea has not been studied extensively with numerical models. Most of the modelling
studies focus on the strait exchange and its influence on the Mediterranean Sea.
Karaca et al. (1999) developed a two-box model of Black Sea water and salinity that
includes a surface-water layer and a deep-water layer. They modelled the evolution
of salinity over time, starting directly after the opening of the Bosphorus Strait. The
simulated salinity reached a value close to steady state, present-day values, illustrating
the robustness of even a simple model. However, this model imposes present-day
water fluxes, making it unsuitable for studying the transient response of these fluxes.
Lane-Serff et al. (1997) modelled the hydraulics of the Bosphorus Strait to study
the opening of the connection between the Mediterranean and the Black Sea. They
postulated a required critical sea-level, necessary for a bidirectional flow to occur
through the Bosphorus Strait: 11 m above the sill. The effect of isostasy on the
opening of the Bosphorus Strait was investigated by Lambeck et al. (2007). Isostasy
potentially affects the Black Sea basin shape and depth, as well as the Bosphorus
Strait itself, and could hence be important when determining the exact moment of
connection and the further development of the sea level (Giosan et al., 2006). It was
found that the disappearance of ice sheets has a significant effect on the height of the
sill of the Bosphorus strait and that the magnitude of the effect differs per location.
Schroeder et al. (2012) reviewed knowledge on climate in the Mediterranean region
and assessed the water exchange with the Black Sea through the Sea of Marmara.
They conclude that the strait exchange is currently a two-layer system, and address
the directionality and magnitude of the flows as a function of the density structure
of the strait and the fresh water budget of the Black Sea. However, none of these
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studies discuss the transient response. The hydrodynamic Black Sea model presented
in this paper is an adaptation of the box model for the Mediterranean Sea described
in chapter 3. The phosphorus dynamics are modelled using a modified version of a
biogeochemical model for the ocean presented in Slomp and Van Cappellen (2007).
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4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Circulation model

Figure 4.2 provides an overview of the boxes and the water fluxes of the circulation
model, as adapted from chapter 3. The density of the water in each box is calculated
as a function of salinity and temperature. We implement heat exchange in the form of
a relaxation to an imposed atmospheric temperature. Following the setup of chapter
3, box 0 represents the Sea of Marmara, box 1 the shallow margin of the Black Sea
in the north west, box 2 the upper 170 m of the open Black Sea, and box 3 the deep
Black Sea spanning a depth range of 1725 m. The combined depth of boxes 2 and 3
are an approximation of the average depth of the main basin of the Black Sea. The
narrow margins along other coast lines are ignored. The river discharge into box 2 is
disregarded, since there are no major rivers entering this part of the Black Sea.

Figure 4.2 A schematic overview of the Black Sea water circulation model, which is an
adaptation of the model in chapter 3. The arrows indicate water fluxes. A flux from the
external basin, the Sea of Marmara, to the deep water is included in the model, as well as
mixing between the inflowing water and the open and deep Black Sea boxes (not depicted).
This allows the inflowing water to sink, provided its density exceeds the density of the deep
water. The model parameters, given in table 4.1, reflect the characteristics of the Black
Sea.
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Name Value Units Description

dt 1 yr Time step
cA 1.5 W/(m2 ·K) Sea to air heat transport efficiency∗

c03 0.5 [−] Partitioning parameter of inflowing water∗∗

c13 1.7 · 105 m6 · (s · kg) Water transport efficiency between box 1 and 3∗∗

cfm 2.6e · 10−4 s/m3 Mixing parameter of the inflow water∗∗

k12 1 · 10−4 m2/s Horizontal mixing between box 1 and 2∗

L 1000 m Length scale of horizontal diffusivity∗

kbg 1 · 10−5 m2/s Background vertical mixing strength∗∗

kstr 2 · 10−5 m5/(kg · s) Vertical mixing strength parameter∗∗

A 4.23 · 1011 m2 Surface area of the Black Sea∗∗∗∗

f 0.25 − Fraction of the surface area covered by box 1∗∗∗∗

d1 40 m Depth of box 1∗∗∗∗

d2 170 m Depth of box 2∗∗∗∗

d3 1725 m Depth of box 3∗∗∗∗

S0 30.092 kg/m3 Salinity of the Marmara Sea inflow water∗∗∗

T0 12.92 °C Temperature of the Marmara Sea inflow water∗∗∗

TA1 13 °C Temperature of atmosphere box A1
TA2 14 °C Temperature of atmosphere box A2
TR1 12.3 °C Temperature of the rivers into box 1 ∗∗∗

cp 4.187 · 103 J/(K · kg) Specific heat of water

Table 4.1 All circulation model parameters, excluding the model forcing. The subscript
numbers refer to the box, e.g. c03 is the partitioning parameter for the flow from box
0 to box 3, while T0 is the temperature of box 0. ∗chapter 3,∗∗empirically determined,
∗∗∗Bogdanova (1963),∗∗∗∗Özsoy and Ümit Ünlüata (1997).

In the model runs we assume that the simulated sea-level change only affects strait
exchange. The effect of the change in the volume of the main basin (boxes 2 and 3
in the model) is expected to be small, as this part of the Black Sea is 1895 m deep
in the model, while the sea-level change is approximately 50 m. There could be an
impact on the waters of the shallow margin, i.e. box 1. This part has a relatively
large area with a depth of < 50 m. However, box 1 effectively only transports the
freshwater of the various rivers to box 2. Due to the short residence time, the effects
of evaporation and heat loss —which are a function of volume— are expected to be
negligible. In the model runs presented here, the freshwater budget is always positive.
A decrease in surface area would only cause a decrease in evaporation and thereby a
more positive freshwater budget. Similarly, the effect of the sea-level change on the
total volume of the Black Sea is very small and the volume of the shallow margins
has very little impact on the model.

The deep flow through the Bosphorus (into the Black Sea) is parametrized to be
proportional to the square root of the density difference; the factor of proportionality
is referred to as the strait efficiency (chapter 3). In order to capture the effect of
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sea-level change we assume a linear relation between strait efficiency and strait depth
(dsill = −40 m, Lane-Serff et al., 1997). This is a crude but effective way to capture
the role of varying sea level on seaway exchange. We follow Lane-Serff et al. (1997)
in using a critical sea level of 11 m above the sill as a requirement for two layer
transport. In other words, the strait efficiency is 0 when the sea level is less than 11
m above the sill.

The present vertical density structure of the Bosphorus is used to obtain the
current strait efficiency, allowing us to calibrate the relationship between sea level
and strait efficiency.

c20−present =
Qdens√

|(ρ0 − ρ2)|
(4.1)

Where c20−present is the present strait efficiency of the Bosphorus, Qdens the present
day density driven flow through the strait and ρ the density. The subscript numbers,
2 and 0, refer to the related boxes. We can now calculate the strait efficiency for a
given sea level (SL, negative when below present):

c20 = max(0, c20−present · (1−
SL

dsill + 11
) (4.2)

Where c20 is the strait efficiency for a given sea level (SL) and sill height (dsill).
We use the notation max(a, b) in the same way as in chapter 3. This value is then
used to calculate the density driven flow of water through the strait, following chapter
5:

Qmb =

{
c20 ·

√
|ρ2 − ρ0| for ρ2 ≤ ρ0

0 for ρ2 > ρ0
(4.3)

Qbm =

{
c20 ·

√
|ρ0 − ρ2| for ρ0 ≤ ρ2

0 for ρ0 > ρ2
(4.4)

Where Qmb is the density driven flux into the Black Sea and Qbm the density driven
flux out of the Black Sea. At present, the Bosphorus inflow is observed to disperse
between the deep and intermediate water after entering the Black Sea (Bogdanova,
1963). This is accounted for in several ways, depending on the situation. Following
Boudreau et al. (2022), when the density of the inflowing water exceeds that of the
deep water, part of it is taken to sink directly into the deep box while the rest flows
into the surface/intermediate box. Thus, a flux from box 0 to box 3 is added to
represent the sinking of the inflowing Marmara Sea water into the deep Black Sea.

F03 =

{
c03 ·Qmb for ρ0 > ρ3

0 for ρ0 ≤ ρ3
(4.5)

Where F03 is the water flux from box 0 to box 3. Generally Fij refers to the flux
from box i to box j. c03 represents the fraction of the density-driven inflow that feeds
into the deep water. When the density of the inflowing water is higher than that
of the surface box, but lower than the deep water, we assume that part of it mixes
with the deep water (in accordance with Boudreau et al., 2022). The fraction of the
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inflowing water that mixes with the deep water scales with the magnitude of the
inflow, simulating the effect of the intermediate water lens that is observed to form
under such conditions (Boudreau et al., 2022). Provided rho0 < rho2 and rho0 < rho3
the amount of inflowing water that mixes with the deep water is calculated as:

m03 =

{
min(1, Qmb · cfm) · kbg · A2·2

d2+d3
for ρ0 ≤ ρ3

0 for ρ0 > ρ3
(4.6)

Where m03 is the mixing between box 0 and 3, cfm the flux scaling parameter and kbg
is the background mixing paramter. A2 is the area of box 2 and d2 and d3 the depths
of boxes 2 and 3 respectively. The function min(a, b) selects the smallest of the two
values (similar to how max(a, b) is used to select the maximum). This prevents the
area of the intermediate water lens from exceeding the surface area of boxes 2 and 3.

The inflowing water that does not sink to the deep water flows into box 2. Com-
bined with the density driven and compensating fluxes this yields the inflow from box
0 to box 2:

F02 = Qmb+Qbm− F03 +max(0,−fwbtot) (4.7)

Where fwbtot is the total freshwater budget of the entire basin, at the relevant
time step. Similarly, the flux out of the Black Sea is then:

F20 = Qmb+Qbm+max(0, fwbtot(t)) (4.8)

When the density of the open Black Sea surface water exceeds that of the deep
water, the instability is resolved through convective adjustment. Note that the down
going flux is compensated by F32, making the combination of these fluxes effectively
act as mixing. The amount of water exchanged is of such a magnitude that the
densities of the two boxes is the same after one time step. We found that this analyt-
ical solution is independent of the density of the boxes and therefore constant. This
formula, equation 4.9, for deep convection in the open Black Sea reflects convective
adjustment more accurately, following the approach of chapter 5.

F23 =

{ V2·d2
(1−f)·d3+d2

for ρ2 > ρ3
0 for ρ2 ≤ ρ3

(4.9)

Where V2 is the volume of box 2 (i.e. d2 · A2) and f the fraction of the surface
area of box 1, relative to the surface area of the Black Sea (i.e. f = A1/A). The heat
exchange with the atmosphere remains unchanged from chapter 3. In the present
model runs the atmospheric temperatures (TA1 and TA2) are constant. A sensitivity
analysis (not shown) indicates that atmospheric temperature variability does not
significantly impact the results. The other water model equations are unchanged
from chapter 3.

4.3.2 Nutrient model

The dynamics of phosphorus, which is assumed to be the limiting nutrient for phy-
toplankton growth (e.g. Ludwig et al., 2009; Slomp and Van Cappellen, 2007), and
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deep water oxygen are derived from the water fluxes calculated by the circulation
model. This replaces the approach to capture deep-water oxygen consumption pre-
sented in (chapter 3). Figure 4.3 provides an overview of the processes in each box.
All equations are given in section 4.3.3.

Phosphorus (P) is present as soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) and particulate
organic phosphorus (POP). SRP follows the water fluxes, can be transformed into
POP by primary production (PP) in the upper boxes, and is buried as P bound to
authigenic ferric iron oxides (FeP) or as authigenic carbonate fluorapatite (CaP) in
boxes 1 and 3, following Slomp and Van Cappellen (2007). Primary production is a
function of the SRP concentration in each of the surface boxes. CaP burial depends
on the oxygen and SRP concentrations, while FeP only depends on the SRP and
oxygen concentration. In contrast to SRP, POP does not follow the water fluxes. It
can be exported to the deep box (independent of the water fluxes), degraded into
SRP, or partly buried. POP export only occurs in box 2 and depends on the rate of
PP. In the upper boxes, the transformation of POP into SRP depends on PP. In the
deep water, we assume that a fixed part of the exported POP is transformed into SRP.
POP burial is a function of the amount of POP and the oxygen concentration. Burial
only occurs in boxes 1 and 3. We assume a linear relationship between POP and
particulate organic carbon in the water collumn, since it concerns the same organic
matter. Oxygen consumption can then be derived from POP degradation. Organic
rich deposits form when there is bottom water anoxia and sufficient burial of organic
matter. Deep water POP and the deep water oxygen concentration therefore control
organic carbon burial in the model. The model thus allows us to directly study the
parameters that control the formation of these deposits.
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Figure 4.3 A schematic overview of the nutrient model. The box labels indicate which
nutrient model components (primary production, degradation and burial) are applied to
each of the three boxes. The solid lines represent water fluxes obtained from the circulation
model that carry SRP. The dashed lines represent the sinking of POP. Note that there is
no exchange of nutrients with the atmosphere (Box A).

4.3.3 Nutrient model equations and parameters

In this subsection we discuss the nutrient model equations, describing interactions
between the various boxes as shown in Figure 4.3. All parameters are given in table
4.2. The subscript numbers refer to the box.

Primary productivity, PP (in mmol m−3 s−1), in the upper boxes, 1 and 2, is
linearly dependent on the SRP concentration (in mmol m−3) in the relevant box,
because phosphorus is assumed to be the limiting nutrient. kPP1 and kPP2 are rate
constants for primary production in s−1.

PP1 = max(0, kPP1 · SRP1),

PP2 = max(0, kPP2 · SRP2)
(4.10)

Export of POP, i.e. POPexp, which only occurs in box 2, is linearly dependent on
primary productivity in box 2. We thereby assume that a fixed fraction, kPOPexp,
of POP is exported.
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POPexp = kPOPexp · PP2 (4.11)

The phosphorus release as a result of POP degradation, in boxes 1 and 2, Prel,
is linearly dependent on the primary production in the corresponding box.

Prel1 = kPrel1 · PP1,

P rel2 = kPrel2 · PP2

(4.12)

Where kPrel is a constant. The degradation of organic P in the deep water, Prel3,
is linearly dependent on the POP export into box 3.

Prel3 = kPrel3 · POPexp (4.13)

The fraction of POP that is buried at each time step, POPbur, depends on
the oxygen concentration O relative to the reference oxygen concentration Oref .
POP burial does not occur in box 2, as there is no sediment directly below the box.
kPOPbur is a constant.

POPbur1 = kPOPbur1 · POP1 · (0.75 + 0.25 ·O1/Oref),

POPbur3 = kPOPbur3 · POP3 · (0.75 + 0.25 ·O3/Oref)
(4.14)

Burial of SRP can occur either in the form of FeP or CaP, following Slomp and
Van Cappellen (2007). Both scale with the SRP concentration in the relevant box,
FeP burial also depends on the oxygen concentration. kFeP and kCaP are constants.

FeP1 = kFeP · SRP1 ·O1/Oref,

FeP3 = kFeP · SRP3 ·O3/Oref
(4.15)

Where FeP is the SRP burial flux in the form of FeP.

CaP1 = kCaP · SRP1 · (0.5 + 0.5 ·O1/Oref),

CaP3 = kCaP · SRP3 · (0.5 + 0.5 ·O3/Oref)
(4.16)

Where CaP is the SRP burial flux in the form of CaP. Part of this flux is dependent
on the oxygen concentration, we estimate this to be in the order of 50%. The sum of
these two SRP burial components yields the total SRP burial:

SRPbur1 = FeP1 + CaP1,

SRPbur3 = FeP3 + CaP3

(4.17)

Degradation of organic matter is the only process that consumes oxygen in the
model. For each mol of carbon released, one mol of oxygen is consumed. The Redfield
ratio between C and P, RFCP , is used to calculate the organic carbon degradation
from the POP degradation POPrel. The oxygen consumption, Ocons, is calculated
as follows:

Ocons =

{
RFCP · POPrel3 for O3 > 0

0 for O3 ≤ 0
(4.18)
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The SRP, POP and oxygen concentration of each box for the next time step
is calculated using the same method as for temperature and salinity. The oxygen
concentration at the surface (Osurf) is taken to be constant and in equilibrium with
the atmosphere.

Parameter Value Units Description

RFCP 106 [−] The Redfield ratio of the elements C and P
SRP0 2 [mmol m−3] SRP of Marmara Sea water∗∗

SRPR1 3 [mmol m−3] SRP of river water∗∗∗

Osurf 325 [mmol m−3] Oxygen concentration at the surface
Oref 325 [mmol m−3] Reference Oxygen concentration
kPrel1 0.8 [−] P release parameter for box 1∗

kPrel2 0.8 [−] P release parameter for box 2∗

kPrel3 0.15 [−] P release parameter for box 3∗

kPP1 3 · 10−9 [s−1] PP parameter of box 1∗

kPP2 2.9 · 10−9 [s−1] PP parameter of box 2∗

kPOPexp 0.20 [−] POP export parameter∗

kPOPbur 7 · 10−11 [−] POP burial parameter∗ ∗ ∗∗
kFeP 8 · 10−11 [s−1m−3] A small fraction of total P burial is FeP∗ ∗ ∗∗
kCaP 1.9 · 10−10 [s−1m−3] 50% of total P burial is CaP∗ ∗ ∗∗
CPoxic 200 [−] The oxic CP ratio
CPanoxic 1100 [−] The anoxic CP ratio
mmolC2ktC 12 · 10−12 [kt mmol−1] The weight of a mmol C in kt

Table 4.2 All nutrient model parameters, as used in the results, section 4.5. ∗Adapted
from Slomp and Van Cappellen (2007), ∗∗Tugrul et al. (2002), ∗∗∗Lancelot et al. (2002).∗∗∗∗

The kPOPbur, kFeP and kCaP parameters are chosen such that POP burial and CaP burial
contribute equally to the total P burial, while FeP only contributes a small fraction.
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Next we calculate the organic carbon burial for comparison with the geological
record. To do so, we first determine the ratio of buried POC to buried POP, CP ,
following Cappellen and Ingall (1994):

CP =
(CPoxic · CPanoxic)

(O3/Oref ) · CPanoxic + (1− (O3/Oref )) · CPoxic

(4.19)

Where CPoxic refers to the CP ratio under oxic conditions, while CPanoxic refers to
the CP ratio under anoxic conditions.

The buried POC is given by multiplying CP with the buried POP and convert-
erted into kilotons per year.

POCbur = CP · POPbur3 · V3 · dt ·mmolC2ktC (4.20)

4.4 Sea level curve

The first experiment described below, a constant sea level is used, which only allows
for one way transport. The sea level curves used to force the subsequent model
experiments are calculated with the following set of empirical formulas. An empirical
sea level curve is composed of a harmonic oscillation and an exponential curve. First
the harmonic oscillation is calculated, i.e. a sine wave where ∆ is the amplitude (set
to 0 to obtain a monotonic increase), ϕ the phase, P the period and t the time vector:

D = ∆ · sin
(
2π · t+ ϕ

P

)
(4.21)

Next, the exponential curve is added to the oscillation (equation 4.21), where a · · · d
are empirical constants and topen is the point in time when the water level exceeds
the sill:

SLcurve = a+ b ·
(
1− e−c · (t− topen)

)
+ d · t+D (4.22)

Finally all calculated sea level values below the sill height are set to be equal to the
sill height, since the sea level no longer affects the Black Sea if it does not exceed the
sill:

SL = max(Dstrait, SLcurve) (4.23)

All parameters used to calculate the sea level curves, see table 4.3, have been
determined empirically to approximate the sea level curves shown in Kislov (2018),
Boudreau et al. (2022) and references therein.
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Parameter Value Units Description

a −55.1 [m] Offset of the sea level curve
b 51.3 [m] Exponential shaping parameter
c −4.0 · 10−4 [−] Magnitude of the exponent
d 2.5 · 10−4 [m] Linear slope parameter
∆ 0, 9 [m] Amplitude of the harmonic oscillation∗

P 4 [kyr] Period of the harmonic oscillation
ϕ 4 [kyr] Phase of the harmonic oscillation
Dstrait −35 [m] Sill height relative to the current water level

Table 4.3 All forcing parameters. ∗The run in subsection 4.5.2 uses ∆ = 0, while ∆ = 9
for the run in subsection 4.5.

4.5 Results

4.5.1 One way strait transport

In the early Holocene, the Black Sea was likely fresh or weakly brackish (Soulet et al.,
2010; Boudreau et al., 2022). The lacustrine conditions would have been associated
with convection in winter, which would have flushed out any saline water remaining
from the previous marine interval in typically tens of thousands of years (Lane-Serff
et al., 1997). We assume that the Black Sea water was entirely fresh at the start of
the model runs, in accordance with Soulet et al. (2010); Boudreau et al. (2022). With
a higher salinity at the start of the model run, almost all salt is flushed out during
the spin up, as predicted by Lane-Serff et al. (1997).

We first conduct an equilibrium experiment where the model forcing is constant in
time and represents the state of the Black Sea prior to the opening of the Bosphorus,
i.e. only one-way strait transport occurs. The sea level is not raised and the Bosphorus
Strait only accommodates an outflow to compensate for the positive freshwater budget
of the Black Sea. Typically a steady state is reached after a few kyrs, but note that
the equilibrium time is not the same for all parameters. The oxygen concentration
(Figure 4.4) reflects the equilibrium process well. The time required to reach this state
mainly depends on the mixing intensity. In the equilibrium state, the temperature
difference between the upper boxes causes a slow circulation, causing oxygenated
bottom waters. The result is in accordance with the literature cited above.
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Figure 4.4 The oxygen concentration reaches a steady state after typically 4 kyrs and
approaches the surface concentration of 325 mmol/m3.

4.5.2 Transient effects of opening the Bosphorus with a monotonic sea level
rise

The results in Figure 4.5 concern a model run that represents Holocene sea level
change (Kislov, 2018). All other forcing parameters are given in table 4.3. The shelf
box (box 1) is not significantly affected by the opening of the Bosphorus Strait and
therefore not extensively discussed. At the spin up (t < 0 kyr), the sea level is below
sill height, only allowing excess water to flow out of the Black Sea; at the end of the
spin up, the model is in the same equilibrium as described in the previous subsection:
a weak circulation (F13 > 0, F23 = 0) with oxic bottom waters. The sea level is
raised, as shown in Figure 4.5A, with a rate that is fast at the onset and then decreases
over time. We define t = 0 kyr as the moment where the critical sea level is exceeded
and the strait efficiency starts to increase, allowing two-way strait exchange, i.e. the
opening of the Bosphorus. We identify three main time intervals: 1) the period where
t < 0 kyr, where the strait is closed, 2) the time interval 0 < t < 2.2 kyr, where
strong convection occurs and 3) t > 2.2 kyr where convection has stopped and the
system approaches the present equilibrium. As stated above, the situation during the
first interval is identical to the equilibrium condition described in subsection 4.5.1.

When the Bosphorus opens and the second interval starts, the following sequence
of events is triggered. Saline water, originating from the Mediterranean Sea, flows
from the Sea of Marmara into the Black Sea, causing the salinity of the Black Sea
to increase (Fig. 4.5B). The density of the surface box exceeds that of the deep
box, triggering a brief period of sustained deep convection: the deep-water formation
flux F23 in Figure 4.5C is high. The increasing salinity of the Black Sea causes its
density to approach that of the Sea of Marmara, thereby reducing the inflow into
the Black Sea (not shown). In turn, this reduces the volume that flows into the
surface, which increases the relative impact of river discharge into the Black Sea,
decreasing the surface salinity relative to the deep salinity. Eventually this stops the
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deep convection. In the third interval, after the convection stops, the only remaining
source of deep water formation is the fraction of the inflowing Marmara Sea water
that descends into box 3 (F03). The salinity is found to stabilize after ∼ 10 kyr. This
result thus implies that the present Black Sea has not yet reached its equilibrium, as
already pointed out by Soulet et al. (2010).

The transient response of the water circulation has a major impact on the nu-
trients: the opening of the strait introduces a new source of nutrients for box 2,
namely box 0 (corresponding to the Sea of Marmara). This results in an increase in
SRP2 (Figure 4.5D), which, through increased productivity and export of POP to
the deep water, also causes an increase in POP3 (Figure 4.5E) and POC burial in box
3 (Figure 4.5F). The deep water oxygen concentration (Figure 4.5F) remains high,
since the convection and inflowing water from the Sea Of Marmara supply sufficient
oxygen from the surface.

When the convection stops, i.e. the third interval, the system approaches a new
equilbrium. SRP2 increases as the inflowing nutrients are no longer transported to
the deep water by the convection. This in turn causes the productivity and POP3

to further increase. The high deep water POP causes increased oxygen consumption,
which, combined with the slow circulation, results in a depletion of deep water oxygen.
This effect is also reflected in the increased CP ratio and deep water POC burial. The
nutrient parameters and oxygen reach an equilibrium after approximately ∼ 7 kyr.
The POC burial in the deep water has no distinct “layer” that could be identified as
a separate sedimentary unit in a hypothetical geological record, since the POC burial
monotonically increases after the opening.
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Figure 4.5 A: The sea level variation in time represents option (1), i.e. a monotonic
increase. Time=0 represents the opening of the strait and the vertical dashed line the
present. The horizontal dashed-dotted line represents the critical sea level, above which
two-way strait transport occurs. Sea level=0 is the present sea level. B: The evolution of
the salinities of each of the dynamic boxes through time. C: The deep-water formation
(DWF) versus time. F23 is depicted after division by a factor of 10 for better comparison.
D: Soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) for boxes 1, 2 and 3 versus time. E: Particulate
organic phosphorus (POP) for box 3 versus time on the left axis and the CP ratio for box 3
on the right axis. F: The deep-water oxygen concentration versus time on the left axis and
the POC burial for box 3 versus time on the right axis. For all panels, the numbers in the
legends refer to the box number. E.g. S3 is the salinity of box 3, the deep water.

4.5.3 Non-monotonic sea level increase

The sea level curve of the Black Sea has significant uncertainties (Kislov, 2018, and
references therein), it is therefore possible that the Holocene sea level increase was
not monotonic. To investigate the impact of such a scenario on the circulation and
the formation of organic rich deposits, we add a sine wave with a period of 4 kyr
(Fig. 4.6) and an amplitude of 9 m to the sea level curve in Figure 4.5A. A sine wave
modulation is a convenient way to implement a varying sea level in the model.
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Figure 4.6 The results of the advanced sea level forcing. A: The sea level variation in
time represents option (2), i.e. a non-monotonic increase. Time=0 represents the opening
of the strait and the vertical dashed line the present. The horizontal dashed-dotted line
represents the critical sea level, above which two-way strait transport occurs. Sea level=0 is
the present sea level. B: The evolution of the salinities of each of the dynamic boxes through
time. C: The deep-water formation (DWF) versus time. F23 is depicted after division by a
factor of 10 for better comparison. D: Soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) for boxes 1, 2 and
3 versus time. E: Particulate organic phosphorus (POP) for box 3 versus time on the left
axis and the CP ratio for box 3 on the right axis. F: The deep-water oxygen concentration
versus time on the left axis and the POC burial for box 3 versus time on the right axis.

During the initial increase in sea level, the same mechanism applies as described
for the previous experiment: the opening of the strait causes the salinity to increase
(Fig. 4.6B) and a peak in deep convection occurs shortly after two-way strait exchange
starts (Fig. 4.6C). Next, the sea level drops, causing a decrease in strait efficiency,
reducing the inflow from box 0. As a result of the decreased influence of the inflowing
saline water, the salinity of box 2 decreases (Fig. 4.6B). Consequently, the density
of box 2 decreases relative to box 3 and vertical convection stops: the basin briefly
becomes stratified (between ∼ 1.2 and ∼ 2.9 kyr in Figure 4.6C). Note that two-
way strait exchange does not have to stop for this behaviour to occur: a significant
reduction in strait efficiency suffices. During the subsequent sea level rise, the salinity
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in box 2 increases and convection resumes in the period 2.9 < T < 4.1 kyr. After
this second convection phase the circulation reaches the same final state as in the run
in subsection 4.5.2. For other possible sea level curves, the alternation between the
convection and stratification state continues until the inflow from box 0 to box 2 is
no longer sufficient to cause deep convection. Finally, the basin always approaches
its current dynamic equilibrium, where it is mostly stratified, with only some of the
inflowing water from the Sea of Marmara sinking to the deep-water. The nutrients
behave largely the same as in the run in subsection 4.5.2 and we therefore limit the
description to the differences. A remarkable difference occurs in the stratified phase
in between the convection peaks, i.e. 1.2 < T < 2.9 kyr. At 1.2kyr, the system
approaches a new dynamic equilibrium. Again, the lack of convection keeps the
nutrients in box 2, causing high SRP2, POP3 and POC burial, as well as a decrease
in deep water oxygen. When the convection resumes at 2.9 kyr, the SRP rich water
in box 2 is mixed with low SRP water of box 3, resulting in a decrease in SRP2 and,
consequently, in productivity, as well as POP3. The deep water POC burial decreases,
but remains higher than during the first convection peak. After the final convective
phase, the nutrients approach a similar dynamic equilibrium as in the run presented
in subsection 4.5.2. Note that a ripple is found on most parameters in final dynamic
equilibrium, due to the oscillating sea level. We conclude that a non-montonic sea
level increase can cause a distinct peak in organic carbon in the sediment.

4.6 Discussion

Our time dependent model, that combines water flow and nutrient dynamics, shows
complex behaviour that cannot be captured by equilibrium models. This allows to
gain insights on organic carbon burial and the effects of the opening of the Bosphorus,
as well as the impact of various parameters. The equations for inflow through the
Bosphorus are adjusted to accommodate a factor that forces part of the inflow into the
surface water, even if the inflow is more dense than the surface water. This captures
the mixing that occurs between the surface water and the inflow, whilst the inflow
travels into the basin and to the deep water (Bogdanova, 1963). This partitioning
factor is primarily necessary to compensate for the assumption that sinking of the
Bosphorus inflow is solely based on density, which would cause the entire inflow to
sink to the deep basin, which is not observed. Forcing the flow to split between the
surface and deep box allows us to capture this behaviour without having to include
small-scale hydrographic processes. The associated scaling parameter (c03 of equation
4.5) primarily affects deep-water formation (F23) and the steady-state salinity of the
surface water. If a larger portion is forced into the surface box, the salinity in that
box becomes higher and the deep-water formation peak after the opening of the
Bosphorus becomes higher and wider. If less than ∼ 30% of the inflow is forced into
the surface water, the deep-water formation peak after the opening of the Bosphorus
does not appear. If more than ∼ 80% is forced into the surface water, the model does
not reach stratification with present-day forcing. Between these two extreme values,
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variations only have a minor effect on the magnitude of the deep-water formation
peak and consequent oxygenation of the bottom water. The Sea of Azov, connected
to the Black Sea through the Strait of Kerch (Fig 4.1), was not included in the model
because it has very limited exchange with the Black Sea. It has a positive freshwater
budget due to the riverine flux from the Don (Kosarev et al., 2008). Compared to
the Black Sea, the Sea of Azov is very small and transport through the very shallow
Strait of Kerch (maximum depth 14 m, Kosarev et al., 2008) is limited.

The nutrient model calculates how and when anoxia occurs in the water column.
The only process consuming oxygen in the deep-water box is organic matter degra-
dation. The export of organic matter from the surface is the only source for the deep
water, any form of chemosynthesis is not taken into account. This organic carbon
can only be removed through degradation or burial. Hence, two potential mecha-
nisms could cause the oxygen concentration to decrease: either the supply of oxygen
is reduced, or primary production increases, which indirectly increases oxygen con-
sumption. In chapter 3 we use a much more simple formula to quantify bottom water
ventilation. When using this formula instead of the nutrient model in the runs pre-
sented here, we find very similar results (not shown). This indicates that the formula
used in chapter 3 is a reasonable first order estimate. The main advantage of the nu-
trient model is that it also gives insight into nutrient dynamics and quantifies organic
carbon burial.

A limited increase in the modelled deep-water oxygen concentration occurs di-
rectly after the opening of the Bosphorus, due to increased deep-water formation,
transporting dissolved oxygen to the deep water (Figure 4.5). This interval also shows
an increase in organic carbon burial. Arthur and Dean (1998) concluded, based on
organic carbon measurements, that a period of enhanced vertical mixing did indeed
follow the opening of the Bosphorus and estimated that period to last less than 2
kyrs. These authors did not find any evidence for a short-term increase in ventilation
of the bottom waters during this period and conclude that increased organic carbon
in the sediments is caused by increased PP. These findings are in agreement with our
results. They conclude that the organic rich deposit is terminated by a decrease in
primary productivity. The latter effect is only observed if a non-monotonic sea level
increase is assumed, as demonstrated in Figure 4.6, where a decrease in SRP2 coin-
cides with the peak in carbon burial at 2.9 kyr. However, literature does not describe
multiple deep convection intervals. The modelled organic carbon burial prior to the
opening is similar to the amount found in unit 1, as defined in Teodoru et al. (2007),
whereas the modelled burial after the opening is much higher. Potentially, the model
overestimates organic carbon burial under anoxic conditions. Other explanations are
also possible, e.g., the SRP concentration of the water flowing into the Black Sea may
not have been constant through time. Both a non-monotonic sea level increase and
non-constant SRP in the Marmara Sea water cause a decrease in the amount of SRP
flowing into the Black Sea and thereby a decrease in productivity.

Geological data suggests that the organic rich layer formed when the water column
was anoxic (Eckert et al., 2013), which we also find in our model. Wilkin et al. (1997)
studied deep-water anoxia in the Black Sea using pyrite framboid size distribution as
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a proxy, with this size being smaller in anoxic basins. They recorded a decrease in
size distribution around ∼ 7.8 kyr and a size increase shortly prior to that interval.
This was interpreted to indicate a period of oxic deep water followed by the onset of
water column anoxia. They find the more oxic interval to have been short, which is
largely in agreement with our model results. Absolute timing and duration are not
reported in Wilkin et al. (1997), since they do not have an age model. Eckert et al.
(2013) found evidence for an onset of anoxic deep water conditions at ∼ 7.6 ka. This
is ∼ 1.4 kyr after the opening of the Bosphorus Strait, indicating a shorter period
with increased ventilation after the opening of the Bosphorus. Their analysis finds
a single, but gradually established, peak in organic carbon content of the sediments.
The start of this peak is interpreted as the only onset of anoxia in the deep water of
the Black Sea, which, in view of our results, would indicate a largely monotonic rise
in sea level.

4.7 Conclusions

A transient box model that combines water and nutrient dynamics can capture the
main trends that result from the opening of the Bosphorus, as found in the geological
record of the Black Sea. A sea-level curve with a series of transgressions and re-
gressions can result in multiple intervals of bottom water oxygenation. Moreover, the
model results suggest that this can happen while maintaining two-way strait exchange:
when the strait efficiency decreases during the initial bottom water oxygenation in-
terval, the surface salinity decreases as well, resulting in stratification. When the sea
level rises again, strait efficiency increases, surface salinity increases and convection
resumes. During the stratified interval in between the peaks in bottom water oxy-
genation, the deep water organic carbon burial is higher compared to the onset of
bottom water anoxia with a monotonic sea-level increase. However, the results with
a monotonic sea level curve have the best match with the geological record, because
there is no evidence for a second convection phase.
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5 A mechanism for high-frequency
variability in sapropels

Based on: Dirksen, J. P., Meijer, P. (2022). A mechanism for high-frequency vari-
ability in sapropels. Marine Geology, 448, 106812, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
margeo.2022.106812.

Abstract

Sapropels deposited in the Mediterranean Sea provide high resolution records of past
oceanographic changes. Previous studies have found abrupt transitions in chemical
composition of these sediments. We present a transient box model that provides a
potential mechanism for these transitions. The high-frequency variability is a result
of fluxes stopping or changing direction, causing a relaxation towards a new equilib-
rium. The time scales depend on the volume of the reservoirs and the magnitude of
the fluxes. We find typical periods in the order of 100-1000 years, similar to what has
been found in a sediment core.
Keywords: sapropels, transient box model, high-frequency variability. Sapropels
deposited in the Mediterranean Sea provide high resolution records of past oceano-
graphic changes. Previous studies have found abrupt transitions in chemical compo-
sition of these sediments. We present a transient box model that provides a potential
mechanism for these transitions. The high-frequency variability is a result of fluxes
stopping or changing direction, causing a relaxation towards a new equilibrium. The
time scales depend on the volume of the reservoirs and the magnitude of the fluxes.
We find typical periods in the order of 100-1000 years, similar to what has been found
in sediment cores.
Keywords: sapropels, transient box model, high-frequency variability.

5.1 Introduction

Rapid changes as a result of a comparatively low-frequency forcing are of interest as
they provide new insight into mechanisms that could affect climate change on human
time scales. Here we study high-frequency variability in the Mediterranean Sea with
a new transient box model. Previous studies on high-frequency variability mostly
focused on high latitudes. The ice sheets are known to show significant variability
on the Milankovitch time scales as well as on centennial to millennial time scales.
They provide very high temporal resolution and also sufficient length to capture long

Picture left: A 9 Bft Storm with 7 m high waves on the Eastern Mediterranean Sea during cruise
64-PE406-E in January 2016. Deep water formation occurs in the Mediterranean Sea during such
winter storms.
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term variability, up to 2.7 Myrs (Bibby et al., 2016). Therefore, these records are
ideal to study the impact of relatively slow variations on variability that occurs much
faster. For example, relatively slow Heinrich events have been hypothesized to excite
the faster Dansgaard–Oeschger cycles (Sampieri, 2002; Timmermann et al., 2003).
In turn, Heinrich events are linked to much slower glacial-interglacial cycles which
are forced by orbital variability, mainly on 100 kyr time scales (Timmermann et al.,
2003). Another mechanism linking high and low-frequency variability is described
in Starr et al. (2020): icebergs traveling further north from the Southern Ocean
into the South Atlantic play a key role in the onset of the ice ages. This can only
occur when sufficient cooling has already happened, typically due to Milankovitch
variability. So, in this case, the low-frequency variability is a boundary condition for
the fast variability, which in turn triggers low-frequency variability. At low latitudes,
records of sufficient resolution and length to detect the interaction of Milankovitch
and higher frequency variability are rare. Most records either lack the resolution due
to bioturbation, insufficient sampling, or poor time control, or are limited to the last
few thousand years (for example Mercone et al., 2001; Incarbona et al., 2011; Llave
et al., 2006).

The geological record of the Eastern Mediterranean Sea contains regularly occur-
ring organic-rich layers, called sapropels. The deposition of these layers coincides
with increased Nile outflow due to enhanced African summer monsoon activity dur-
ing precession minima (Rossignol-Strick, 1985; Rohling et al., 2015). This additional
freshwater is hypothesized to form a lid on the Mediterranean Sea, slowing down or
even stopping the circulation. The lack of circulation in turn stops bottom water
ventilation, preserving organic matter and preventing bioturbation. Sapropels thus
provide a high resolution record of changes in thermohaline circulation. Dirksen et al.
(2019) observed such variability on multicentennial time scales in sapropel S5 in a
core from the Levantine basin. Sierro et al. (2020) studied the sedimentary record of
the Mediterranean outflow on the Atlantic side of the Gibraltar strait using sediment
core data, linking changes in outflow velocity to the millennial scale variability of the
Greenland ice sheet.

In this study we use a so-called box model. A box represents a homogeneous water
mass, which interacts with the surrounding boxes. The interaction represents physical
processes, such as convection and strait transport. Rather than calculating the water
properties and circulation that are in equilibrium with a changed forcing (e.g., an
insolation maximum), we use the model to follow the system as a function of time
(for an entire precession cycle), doing justice to its transient nature. We represent
the Mediterranean Sea by five dynamic water boxes. The boundary conditions are
represented by additional boxes that have constant or predetermined properties. In
Dirksen and Meijer (2020) we showed that a box model can capture the primary
features of sapropel formation and give insight into timing and other fundamental
mechanisms. This model, however, does not capture some of the high-frequency
variability observed in proxy records (e.g. in sapropel S5, Dirksen et al., 2019). The
extended model, with additional intermediate water boxes, presented here allows for
more complex behaviour and can therefore be used to improve our understanding of
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processes that act on shorter time scales. We find that when a flux stops or reverses,
the equilibrium state of most system variables changes significantly. This causes a
fast transition towards the new dynamic equilibrium. This high-frequency variability
is independent of the forcing frequency. The time scales are entirely dependent on
the dynamics and sizes of the volumes concerned. Since the model has multiple boxes
many transitions can occur in one run. The results imply that when interpreting
high resolution proxy records, one should always be mindful that a significant part
of the variability may be caused by non-linear internal processes instead of external
forcing. For example, when fluxes change direction, a given water mass suddenly
receives water from a different source, with different properties. That could cause a
jump in, for example, temperature. When such a jump in temperature is observed
in a geological record, one may erroneously conclude that very rapid climate change
occurred. These principles apply to all records of past oceanographic and climatic
variability. For sapropels in the Mediterranean Sea this implies that interruptions,
sudden terminations and internal variability may largely be caused by the non-linear
response of the ocean to much slower forcing.

5.2 Methods

To be able to study the more complex behaviour found in sediment cores, we intro-
duce separate surface and intermediate boxes, while retaining the model framework
of Dirksen and Meijer (2020). The main components of the extended model are ex-
plained here. A complete description of all model equations and details about the way
these are combined and solved, can be found Dirksen and Meijer (2020) in combina-
tion with the annotated model code (see link to public repository near end of paper).
Throughout this paper, we use Matlab as our computational environment. The layout
of the model is shown in Figure 5.1. As in our previous paper we set out to capture
the essence of the Mediterranean Sea and consider a single main basin (“open basin”)
connected to the Atlantic Ocean and having a single marginal sub basin. This allows
us to focus on the primary effects of having a separate intermediate water layer. The
properties of the Atlantic box are kept constant and the model is forced at the surface
by prescribing the flux of freshwater (evaporation, precipitation and river discharge)
and an atmospheric temperature to which the temperature of each surface box is
relaxed. The present-day Mediterranean Sea has a small annual heat loss (Song and
Yu, 2017). The model captures this by assuming perpetual winter conditions for the
atmosphere, following Dirksen and Meijer (2020). As a consequence, the Atlantic
box is always the water box with the highest temperature in the model. Forcings are
defined separately for the open and the marginal box. Given these boundary con-
ditions, the model uses conservation of water, salt and heat to solve for the salinity
and temperature of the five Mediterranean boxes and for the magnitude of the water
fluxes between the various parts.

While some of the fluxes are “compensating” (Figure 5.1) in that their value at any
given point in time follows from the requirement to conserve volume, others are deter-
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mined by the density difference between the interacting boxes. Density is calculated
from salinity and temperature using the EOS80 formula (on Oceanographic Tables,
1986).

In both straits comprised by the model, the deeper of the two fluxes is considered
density-driven. That is, horizontal flux at intermediate depth is from the box with
higher density towards that with lower density. The flux is made proportional to the
square root of the density difference, as would be appropriate for a hydraulically-
controlled strait exchange (e.g. Meijer, 2021). The factor of proportionality is termed
the coefficient of strait efficiency and its value is chosen a priori. If a strait accom-
modates intermediate-depth inflow into the open basin and the density of the water
it carries exceeds that of the deep water, the flux will sink into the deep-water box.
Also with reference to the vertical direction, convection is taken to occur when the
density of the overlying box exceeds the density of the lower box. Convection consists
of two fluxes that always flow in both directions simultaneously. In the model, the
magnitude of these fluxes is linearly dependent on the density difference. Diffusive
mixing is included as a constant ”flux” in the same formula. The total exchange
in one time step is limited to the volume of the smallest box involved, to prevent
unrealistic behaviour.
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Figure 5.1 A schematic representation of the model, showing the Atlantic (Atl), Open
Atmosphere (OA) and Open River (OR), Open Surface (OS), Open Intermediate (OI), Open
Deep (OD), Marginal Atmosphere (MA), Marginal River (MR), Marginal Surface (MS) and
Marginal Intermediate boxes are indicated. The margin represents the Aegean Sea and the
Adriatic Sea and the Open basin represents Western basin, Eastern Basin, Levantine Sea
and the Gulf of Lion (see Figure 5.6). The convection fluxes also include diffusive mixing.
The ”density driven” exchange with the atmosphere represents temperature relaxation. The
forcing ecompasses both evaporation and river discharge.

The forcing function is a 20 kyr sine wave, representing climatic precession. This
sine wave modulates river outflow and net evaporation (i.e. the difference between
evaporation and precipitation) with realistic values. The other parameters, such as
atmospheric temperature, are kept constant. The freshwater budgets of the surface
boxes is made to change sign for part of the cycle (similar to Dirksen and Meijer,
2020). Although there is no evidence that the intermediate water flow at Gibraltar
or Sicily changed direction, even during the most extreme anoxic events (Zahn et al.,
1987; Rogerson et al., 2005; Schönfeld, 2002; Schönfeld and Zahn, 2000; Llave et al.,
2006; Incarbona et al., 2011), it is likely that the freshwater budget of individual sub
basins (or combinations thereof) did change sign. At present, marginal basins have
a freshwater budget already close to zero (Zervakis et al., 2004; Raicich, 1996). Note
that when the freshwater budget briefly changes sign, the direction of the intermediate
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water flow at the strait is not directly affected, since the intermediate current only
changes direction when the density difference changes sign. Moreover, estimates of
the increase of Nile discharge at sapropel times indicate that the freshwater budget
of the Eastern Mediterranean may have changed sign (Amies et al., 2019). Aiming
to study the effect of the freshwater budget of parts of the basin changing sign,
we chose a forcing that emphasizes this behaviour. We present two model runs,
for the first run the forcing is chosen to reflect the conditions during sapropel S5.
Amies et al. (2019) found that the peak Nile outflow was eight times larger than
present. We apply the same methodology to the Holocene sapropel, S1. Vadsaria
et al. (2019) estimated that the Nile outflow during S1 was five times the present value,
using a regional ocean–atmosphere coupled model, which includes simulations of ϵNd
distribution. While the Nile flows into the open basin, our model is also very sensitive
to the maximum river discharge into the marginal boxes for which, unfortunately,
quantitative reconstructions are lacking. Therefore, besides a less augmented river
discharge into the open basin, we use the same settings as for the S5 run to study S1.

The temperature, salinity and density of each box are calculated for each time step
based on the exchange of properties with the surrounding boxes. We post-processed
the resulting box temperatures with a so-called wavelet analysis, using the Matlab
code from Torrence and Compo (1998), as described in Dirksen et al. (2019).

5.3 Results

The model results are shown in Figure 5.2 and 5.4. For the first run the forcing is
chosen to reflect conditions during sapropel S5, while the second run uses a lower
river outflow in the open basin to reflect S1 reconstructions.
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Figure 5.2 An overview of the model run. Time runs from left to right. A: all down-
ward fluxes F in [m3/s], between the box combinations (OI,OD), (MI,OD), (MS,MI) and
(OS,OI). The horizontal axis represents the time after spin up. The vertical lines indicate
the transition from a linear to a non-linear regime where abrupt changes in fluxes occur.
The arrows indicate the transitions in circulation and water properties indicated by the time
in [kyr]. The “sapropel” interval, indicated by the black bar, is defined as the situation
in which the only exchange with the open deep water box is background mixing with the
overlying box. It starts at 6.8 kyr, when the deep water formation from the margins stops,
and ends at 11.8 kyr, when deep convection in the open basin starts. B: the temperatures
of the corresponding boxes. Note that when fluxes abruptly change, the temperature also
changes significantly. C: the model forcing and freshwater budget for the various boxes.
The horizontal black line indicates a freshwater budget of 0. The left vertical axis repre-
sents the net evaporation of the entire basin (E-P), and the freshwater budgets of each sub
basins and the whole basin are shown in blue, in m/s. The right vertical axis represents
the river outflow of each sub basin is shown in red, in 104 m3/s. D: the wavelet analysis
of the temperature of box MI. The colours indicate the spectral power of the frequencies
through time in dB, yellow represents high power and blue low power. Wavelet analysis
is a convenient tool to determine the periodicities of this time domain signal. Peaks and
notches are found during the non-linear regime, typically in the range of 100-1000 years,
much faster than the forcing.
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Figure 5.3 A schematic overview of the various states of the circulation according to the
model run. Only the most important fluxes are shown. The signs in the atmosphere indicate
the freshwater budget of the basins. A red minus indicates a negative freshwater budget,
while a blue plus indicates a positive freshwater budget. The panels refer to the time
intervals delineated by the arrows in figure 5.2, i.e. 0− 6.8 kyr, 6.8− 8.5 kyr, . . ., 14− 20
kyr. The first panel is equal to the last panel, completing the cycle. New fluxes, or fluxes
that changed direction are encircled, while vanishing fluxes are crossed out.
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Three main intervals, delineated by vertical lines, can be identified in the S5 run:
during the first 6.8 kyr the responds linearly to the forcing. The second interval, from
6.8 to 14 kyr, in which sapropel formation is predicted, is characterized by strong
non-linear behaviour. Finally, in the third interval, from 14 kyr onward, the system
returns to the initial state. Figures 5.2A-C show the vertical fluxes, box temperatures
and model forcing respectively, while Figure 5.2D shows the wavelet transform of the
marginal intermediate water temperature. Note that the non-linear interval shows
multi-centennial variability. In this section we provide a detailed description of these
results.

Previously we found that a change in sign of the freshwater budget of parts of the
basin causes non-linearities, including a sudden termination of sapropel conditions
(Dirksen and Meijer, 2020). As explained, we again assume a positive freshwater
budget for part of the cycle, see Figure 5.2C. When fluxes stop or reverse direction,
the equilibrium state changes abruptly. Consequently, the model relaxes towards this
new equilibrium. This non-linear behaviour is unrelated to the forcing frequency.
Generally, this process is expressed as a ’discontinuity’ in the first derivative of, most
prominently, temperature or volume flux, i.e. an abrupt change. The salinity and
consequently density are much more directly affected by the forcing and therefore
primarily show linear behaviour.

We describe the various states of the circulation found in the model run in Figure
5.2. A schematic overview of the circulation pattern of each state is given in Figure
5.3. At the start of the run, from 0 to 6.8 kyr, the circulation is in a linear regime,
which is sketched in Figure 5.3A. Water flows into the open Mediterranean surface
box to compensate for the density driven flux towards the Atlantic box and the
fresh water deficit of both the marginal and open surface box. In the open surface
box there is convection with the underlying intermediate box, a flux to the same
intermediate box to compensate for the density driven outflow to the Atlantic box
(this and other compensating vertical fluxes in addition to convection are not shown
separately in Figure 5.3) and a compensating flux towards the marginal surface box.
In the marginal surface box there is convection with the marginal intermediate box
and a compensating flux towards the intermediate box to allow for conservation of
volume. In the marginal intermediate box there is density driven flux towards the
open boxes, which sinks to the open deep box. From the open deep box there is a
flux to compensate for this deep water formation towards the open intermediate box.
In the open intermediate box there is in turn a flux of the same magnitude towards
the open surface box to compensate for the water coming from the deep box.

The system transitions to a non-linear regime at 6.8 kyr, shown in Figure 5.3B.
The flux from the marginal intermediate box to the open deep box stops (Figure
5.2A) because the density of the marginal intermediate box no longer exceeds the
density of the open deep box, due to the decreased net evaporation and increased river
outflow (Figure 5.2C). Since the deep water box is only exchanging properties with the
overlying intermediate box, its temperature starts to relax towards the temperature
of the intermediate open box (Figure 5.2B). The time scale depends on the volume of
the deep box and magnitude of mixing. The wavelet analysis in Figure 5.2D shows
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that the initial response is best described as a broad spectrum with emphasis on
longer periods, with sharp notches, confined both in frequency and time, surrounding
the peaks.

Next, at 8.5 kyr, the convection in the marginal boxes stops (Figure 5.2A and
Figure 5.3C). This logically mainly affects the properties of the marginal boxes. The
temperature of the intermediate water relaxes to a value closer to that of the open
intermediate box because it has less interaction with the overlying box and water
now flows into it from the open intermediate box. Furthermore, the salinity of the
marginal surface box quickly decreases due to the increased river outflow and de-
creased exchange with the surrounding boxes with higher salinity.

The next major transition occurs at 10 kyr when the intermediate water exchange
with the Atlantic reverses. As was the case for the marginal basin and illustrating
what was pointed out in the Methods section, the reversal of exchange occurs well
after the change in sign of the water budget: 1.6 kyrs later. Also at 10 kyr, the
convection between the surface and intermediate water in the open basin stops (Figure
5.3D), i.e. complete stagnation occurs. The lack of exchange between the surface
and intermediate water, besides background mixing, causes the open intermediate
water conditions to relax to values closer to the Atlantic water, i.e. the temperature
increases. Similarly, the marginal intermediate box now mainly exchanges water
with the open intermediate box, causing the temperature to increase, albeit to a
lesser extent. The deep water also relaxes to the open intermediate water conditions.
The larger volume of the deep box and limited exchange result in a much slower
relaxation. The surface boxes have a strong exchange with the atmosphere relative
to the background mixing with the intermediate water boxes, resulting in a small
temperature change.

After this point the freshwater budget starts to decrease again (E-P-R moving
towards more positive values in Figure 5.2C). As a result convection occurs in all boxes
of the open basin (Figure 5.3E). This abruptly ends the interval with minimal deep
water ventilation. Although the deep water is now ventilated again, the circulation
has not yet reached the equivalent of the present-day state. Two brief intervals of
convection occur in the marginal basin at 11.8 kyr when buoyancy loss in the surface
box occurs again (Figure 5.3F).

Next at 12.8 kyr, there is a brief interval with deep vertical convection, convection
at the margins and deep water formation (Figure 5.3H). Finally, the deep convection
stops and the equivalent of the present day circulation is reached at 13.5 kyr (Figure
5.3H). The deep water temperature only reaches dynamic equilibrium at roughly 14
kyr. Note that the open deep water box responds much slower than the other boxes
at all transitions because it has a much larger volume.
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Figure 5.4 An overview of the S1 model run. Time runs from left to right. A: all downward
fluxes F in [m3/s], between the box combinations (OI,OD), (MI,OD), (MS,MI) and (OS,OI).
The horizontal axis represents the time after spin up. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
transition from a linear to a non-linear regime where abrupt changes in fluxes occur. The
arrows indicate the transitions in circulation and water properties indicated by the time
in [kyr]. The “sapropel” interval, indicated by the black bar, is defined as the situation
in which the only exchange with the open deep water box is background mixing with the
overlying box. It starts at 6.8 kyr, when the deep water formation from the margins stops,
and ends at 11.8 kyr, when deep convection in the open basin starts. B: the temperatures
of the corresponding boxes. Note that when fluxes abruptly change, the temperature also
changes significantly. C: the model forcing and freshwater budget for the various boxes.
The left vertical axis represents the net evaporation of the entire basin (E-P), and the
freshwater budgets of each sub basins and the whole basin are shown in blue, in m/s. The
right vertical axis represents the river outflow of each sub basin is shown in red, in 104 m3/s.
D: the wavelet analysis of the temperature of box MI. The colours indicate the spectral
power of the frequencies through time in dB, yellow represents high power and blue low
power. Wavelet analysis is a convenient tool to determine the periodicities of this time
domain signal. Peaks and notches are found during the non-linear regime, typically in the
range of 100-1000 years, much faster than the forcing.
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The S1 run, shown in figure 5.4, shows very similar behaviour to the S5 run.
With five times the present Nile outflow during the precession minimum, our model
reaches a stagnation of deep water formation and convection in the marginal boxes
and a reduction in intermediate convection in the open basin, i.e. the regime C in
Figure 5.3. In contrast to the S5 model results, the density driven intermediate water
exchange with the Atlantic box does not reverse and the intermediate convection
never fully stops. Instead, the model directly transitions from regime C to regime E,
although with a slower onset of convection. Otherwise the behaviour of the model is
the same as in the S5 run.

5.4 Discussion and conclusion

The precessional forcing of the freshwater budget can cause abrupt changes in the
circulation. The model shows how, in response to this, the different (parts of) basins
relax towards a new equilibrium state with a time scale τ ∼ V/F , with the volume
V and through flow F . Although precession is a relatively slow process with a period
of 20 kyr, a change in circulation can introduce much faster variability in the order
of τ ∼ 0.1 − 1 kyr. For example, for the marginal intermediate box, with a volume
of 2.25 · 1014 m3 and a typical flux magnitude of 2 · 105 m3/s, we find a time scale of
∼ 70 yrs. When the magnitude of the fluxes increases, the time scale decreases. For
example, towards the end of the “sapropel” interval the fluxes slow down and as a
consequence we see the peaks and notches shift towards longer periods in the wavelet
transform (Figure 5.2D). Note that frequencies of the peaks and notches observed in
Figure 5.2D are indeed in the same order of magnitude as the time scales found using
the formula above. When the equilibrium state of a set of coupled boxes changes,
those boxes will only reach their equilibrium when the box with the longest time
scale has done so. The boxes with shorter time scales will initially approach their
equilibrium state relatively fast (following their own time scale), until they are in
dynamic equilibrium with a box with a longer time scale. From that point onwards
the fast box will approach the equilibrium with the time scale of the slower box.
Consequently, we expect to find the time scales related to slower boxes in the signals
of faster boxes, given that they are coupled. The wavelet analysis of the intermediate
water temperature (Figure 5.2) indeed also shows periodicities that are in the order
of 800 yrs, which, using the formula above, is the time scale of the open deep water
box in the relevant interval.

Given the importance of volume for the behaviour here emphasized, to what extent
are our findings dependent on the representation with boxes of fixed dimensions?
Note that the two sets of dynamic boxes in the model (the open basin and the
marginal basin) represent basins in the Mediterranean Sea. Since the volume of these
basins is constant on orbital time scales, this division is justified. The potential
absence of, for example, a separate open intermediate water mass during part of
the precession cycle, e.g. the linear interval in Figure 5.2, is realistically captured
by convection in the model, which effectively homogenises layers. At present, the
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surface and intermediate water are also mixed during winter (Schroeder et al., 2012).
When, during the remainder of the cycle, the interfaces between the water masses
were fixed, but at different depth than here assumed, or varied slowly around an
average depth, we expect our time scales to still be in the correct order of magnitude.
The same is likely true when, in reality, different water masses existed side by side at
the same depth. We therefore conclude that the assumption of constant box volumes
is valid. While we show a single model result to highlight the non linear response,
this behaviour generally occurs when the freshwater budgets briefly become positive.
We therefore conclude that the model results are robust.

We compare our results to XRF data of sapropel S5 (128−121 kyr) in several sedi-
ment cores: 64PE406-E1 and ODP967 (Rodŕıguez-Sanz et al., 2017b) in the Levantine
basin and LC21 (Grant et al., 2016) in the Aegean Sea (Figure 5.5). Barium (Ba) and
the Barium/Titanium (Ba/Ti) ratio are proxies for productivity (e.g. Bishop, 1988;
Dymond et al., 1992). The Ba/Ti records of S5 in core 64PE406-E1 and ODP967
are similar. They both show a gradual increase starting at 128 kyr and a sudden
termination at 122 kyr. The Ba record of LC21 shows a large peak at the start of
the sapropel, the difference compared to 64PE406-E1 and ODP967 may be explained
by its location; it seems likely that productivity close to the Nile (64PE406-E1 and
ODP967) was not the same as in the Aegean Sea (LC21).
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Figure 5.5 The vertical fluxes of the model run (top panel) are compared with Ba/Ti
XRF data from core 64PE406-E1 and ODP967, as well as Ba data from core LC21 (bottom
panel). The time axis comprises a single precession cycle and runs from right to left. The
vertical dashed line at 125 ka represents the approximate sapropel midpoint in the core
data and the maximum of the river outflow and minimum net evaporation in the model.
The arrows indicate transitions found in both the core data and the model run.

These proxies show high-frequency variability in the sapropel interval in cores
64PE406-E1 and LC21 (Figure 5.5). Proxies for bottom water anoxia (Mo/Ti Ziegler
et al., 2008) and marine organic carbon (Br/Ti, e.g. Scott and Lyons, 2012; Tribovil-
lard et al., 2006) in core 64PE406-E1 show very similar high-frequency variability
(Dirksen et al., 2019). The proxies of these properties correlate with each other on
even the shortest time scales (see the Monte-Carlo analysis in Dirksen et al., 2019).
This implies that the Barium (productivity) variability also correlates with anoxia.
The increased productivity is likely caused by increased Nile outflow, since the river
water provides nutrients. The extra fresh water influx is also hypothesized to cause a
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stratified water column (Rossignol-Strick, 1985; Rohling et al., 2015). In the model,
stratification occurs when the vertical fluxes (Figure 5.5) are minimal, as a result of
increased river outflow and decreased evaporation. The vertical deep water fluxes in
the model, FMIOD and FOIOD, are of particular interest, since the sediment cores
are taken in deep parts of the basin and the sapropels in these cores therefore formed
in the deep water.

The model predicts sudden changes in circulation, which causes the water prop-
erties to decay towards the new equilibrium. Such transitions would likely also affect
productivity, since different water masses have different properties and nutrient con-
centrations. A sudden change in the equilibrium state is therefore expected to cause
a similar decay towards a new equilibrium state in the proxies. Our model predicts
such sudden changes and may therefore offer an alternative explanation for variability
hitherto ascribed to high-frequency forcing (Dirksen et al., 2019).

Sapropel S5 is interrupted in core ODP967 (Rodŕıguez-Sanz et al., 2017b) at 122
kyr, just before the end of the sapropel. The interruption coincides with an increase in
productivity at LC21. This could be explained by convection or deep water formation
in the Levantine basin (e.g. the regime in panel E in Figure 5.3), supplying nutrients
to the surface that accumulated during the stratified phase. The model does not
predict an interruption, this is likely the result of the simplified forcing. Note that
Dirksen et al. (2019) did not find an interruption in S5 in core 64PE406-E1. In our
model we find that the stratification, when all downward fluxes are minimal, becomes
unstable towards the end of the sapropel, at 11.8 kyr in Figure 5.2A, corresponding
to the transition from panel D to E in Figure 5.3. After the interruption in the
cores, sapropel formation briefly resumes, followed by a sudden termination at all
core sites. This could either imply a sudden transition to the present day circulation,
or a transition to a state where deep convection occurs in the Levantine basin and
one or both marginal basins similar to regimes E, F or G in Figure 5.3. The latter
implies that while the sapropel is terminated, the circulation will still have to change
to reach the linear state, which would introduce multi centennial scale variability in
the interval directly after the sapropel. This would correspond with the non-linear
interval directly after the sapropel in Figure 5.5 between of 11 to 13 kyr in Figure
5.2A and panels E,F and G in Figure 5.3. Here the model indeed shows a different
circulation than the present state: there is strong convection in all boxes and no
deep water formation from the margins. The corresponding interval in the cores is
bioturbated (see Figure 4A in Dirksen et al., 2019), this bioturbation effectively acts
as a low pass filter, meaning that the relevant variability may still be detectable.
Furthermore, Dirksen et al. (2019) has shown that burn down did not occur (since
there was no Mn/Ti peak after the sapropel) and as indicated by the results shown
in Dirksen and Meijer (2020), directly resuming the normal circulation would likely
not give a fast enough transition to prevent burn down. Note that the model forcing
is a sine wave, while the actual monsoon intensity deviates. Nevertheless, the start of
the the sapropel is correctly predicted, while the sapropel duration is underestimated,
indicating that the actual forcing is not harmonic.
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Next we compare frequency components and trends in the model with those found
in core 64PE406-E1. We find that both show slowly varying frequencies in the order of
100-1000 years. The peaks in the wavelet transform of the core data in Dirksen et al.
(2019) show an acceleration, i.e. longer periods, towards the end of the sapropel,
similar to what we find in the model (Figure 5.2D). In Dirksen et al. (2019) the
modulation of the high-frequency components was interpreted as a the sedimentation
rate variability. Here we propose an alternative mechanism. The time scale τ of this
variability depends on the magnitude of the fluxes, as discussed above. Since the Nile
outflow is expected to affect the magnitude of the fluxes, it should also modulate the
high-frequency components. The model predicts that the main frequencies vary in
time. Note that this hypothesis and the mechanism presented in Dirksen et al. (2019)
are not mutually exclusive. The Nile flood record is known to correlate with Holocene
solar variability (Ruzmaikin et al., 2006), so it seems likely that the discharge also
showed this variability during the deposition of sapropel S5. In that case the Nile
outflow would modulate the flux magnitudes directly, which would in turn modulate
the time scale of any transitions. A modulation of the sedimentation rate would have
had the same effect on the record, so it is possible that both of these mechanisms
occurred simultaneously. With a sine wave forcing, our model captures the timing,
termination and a significant part of the high frequency variability reasonably well.
However, the characteristic laminations found in the sapropel in sediment cores are
not reproduced by the model.

S1 has been studied extensively in sediment cores and with models. The rapid
termination of the stratified state in our model due to deep convection in both pre-
sented runs is in agreement with the basin-wide, deep-water renewal found at the end
of S1 formation by Wu et al. (2019). The formation of sapropel S1 may have been
influenced by changes in sea level variations Cornuault et al. (2018). However, the
ventilation in our model is not very sensitive to realistic changes in strait efficiency, i.e.
the primary effect of sea level change. Furthermore, Vadsaria et al. (2019) indicate
that the observed behaviour can largely be explained by monsoon variability.

We conclude that high-frequency variability in the Mediterranean Sea may not
only result from high-frequency forcing, but also from non-linear internal variability.
Specifically, abrupt changes in circulation cause the various parts of the basin to
relax towards a new equilibrium state, the time scale of this relaxation depends on
the volume of the water mass and the magnitude of the circulation. The time scales
found in our model are in agreement with those found in sediment cores. We find
that our model captures the overall behaviour of both S1 and S5.

5.5 Data statement

The annotated model code is available at https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/PQ5MY.
The {∗}.m files will run in Matlab, but can be viewed in any text editor.
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5.6 Appendix A

Figure 5.6 A map of the Mediterranean Sea. The colour map indicates water depth in
kilometres. The dots indicates the location of cores LC21, ODP967 and 64PE406-E1.
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6 Synthesis and Outlook

6.1 General

Past oceanographic conditions are reconstructed using sediment cores. In Chapter
2 advanced analysis techniques, such as XRF core scanning, reveal a fine, complex
structure of layers. In subsequent chapters a transient box model is used to inter-
pret the data and study the fundamental mechanisms that control sapropel formation.
These models for the Mediterranean Sea and the Black Sea indicate that sapropel for-
mation is an inherently transient process: sapropels form when the basin transitions
to a different circulation state. This fundamental insight would have been impossible
to achieve with models that focus separately on the states with and without sapropel
deposition (“time slice experiments”).

6.2 Tipping points?

The box model consists of differential equations that describe the interaction of a
small number of boxes. Each box represents a volume of water (or atmosphere) with
uniform properties such as temperature. The model is forced by a very slow process:
orbital precession (20 kyr). Nevertheless, surprisingly abrupt transitions, with time
constants of less than 100 years, to new equilibrium states are found. The most
prominent example of a transition in the Mediterranean Sea occurs in response to
a change from net evaporation to net freshwater input, at which time a sapropel
forms. Importantly, this does not imply that the basin has to complete a transition
from anti-estuarine to estuarine circulation. Starting from a state of anti-estuarine
circulation, a period with a positive freshwater budget may cause the circulation
to stop, but the circulation only becomes estuarine once the intermediate and deep
water density has decreased sufficiently. While the vertical circulation has stopped,
however, there is little exchange of properties between the surface and underlying
water masses, meaning that the intermediate and deep water gain buoyancy very
slowly. Consequently, this state without vertical circulation could persist for several
thousand years. If, in the meantime, the freshwater budget becomes negative again
(net evaporation), the full transition will not be completed and the anti-estuarine
circulation resumes. The finding of rapid transitions naturally leads one to wonder
whether the model is predicting tipping points. When considering tipping points
in relation to sapropel formation, one would intuitively first look at the start of
sapropel formation: a sudden stop of deep water formation and relatively fast onset

Picture left: The piston core used in this thesis, while being collected by the RV Pelagia during
cruise 64PE406-E on the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, near Cyprus.
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of bottom water anoxia. However, my model suggests that the onset of sapropel
formation is not a tipping point at all: while the deep water formation suddenly
stops, it is not irreversible and otherwise a relatively gradual change. In some cases,
specifically S5, there is a very sudden termination of the sapropel. My model suggests
that this is caused by deep convection, which results in an instantaneous transition
to a completely different circulation. In contrast to the onset of the sapropel, this
transition is not reversible. We therefore conclude that the termination of S5 is most
likely a true tipping point.

6.3 Combining insights

In Chapter 5 I find that the abrupt termination of sapropel S5 is likely the result of
deep convection. However, that does not explain the absence of burn down, signified
by the lack of a Mn/Ti peak in Figure 2.2 in Chapter 2. The nutrient model presented
in Chapter 4 provides a potential mechanism: during the sapropel state, the water
column is stratified and nutrients accumulate in the deep water. The convection that
terminates the sapropel brings these nutrients to the surface, where they cause an
increase in productivity. Potentially, the breakdown of this organic matter kept the
oxygen concentration at the top of the sediment sufficiently low to prevent significant
burn-down.

6.4 Forcing the model with a proxy record of the forcing?

So far, I have modelled the forcing with a sine wave with a period equal to the orbital
precession. Such a harmonic forcing model captures most of the prominent features
found in cores. Sediment-core data, from which the actual forcing can be derived
using a proxy, is available. Figure 6.1 compares the harmonic forcing model to the
actual data of core 64PE406-E1 (Dirksen et al., 2019). While the harmonic forcing
captures most of the variability, there is a difference with the actual forcing. The
actual core data can also be used to force the current model. Such complex forcing
is more appropriate for reconstructing past oceanographic variability, but obfuscates
the fundamental processes.
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Figure 6.1 The solid blue line represents the experimental core data, scaled to represent
the total freshwater budget, from which all forcing is derived. The red line is a least square
fit of a sine, with a period of 21 kyr.

6.5 Other basins

The current model has a number of known limitations, which prevent the direct
application to other basins with different strait configurations, such as the Japan Sea
(East Sea) and the Red Sea. However, the description of these basins is well within
the framework of this model—by adaption of the strait equations and the number of
the boxes, these basins can be described. Moreover, sapropels are also found in the
Japan Sea, where they occur on millennial time scales instead. Furthermore, heat
input from the ocean floor seems to be an important driver, indicating that different
mechanisms may be important in this basin. It is likely that a low-complexity box
model also applies. The Miocene Sorbas basin of southeastern Spain, although not
described in this thesis, is likely to be captured by the current model, be it with
different parameters. Sapropels are also found in this basin. Since it is a much smaller
basin, a relatively small river input could change the sign of the freshwater budget
and therefore stop the circulation, causing sapropel formation, thereby following the
same mechanism as the rest of the Mediterranean Sea on a much smaller scale. In the
Mediterranean Sea, true sapropels are not found in the western basin. The models
presented in this thesis do not have a separate eastern and western basin. An extended
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version of the model, essentially duplicating the intermediate water model of Chapter
5, could be used to study the implications of such a second order system. However, we
do know that there is no large source of freshwater in the Western Mediterranean Sea,
making it unlikely that it ever approached an estuarine circulation. Consequently,
the non-linear mechanism described in this thesis should not occur in the western
basin and its ventilation should thus not be disrupted by precessional variability,
preventing sapropel formation. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to include an
additional set of boxes, representing the this basin. Such a model could be used to
study the interaction of the eastern and western basin, since this could affect sapropel
formation in the eastern basin.
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